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terms the objectives performed under this contract were to conduct 
observations with the ftrst satellite eJilUrely devoted to X-ray as-
tronomy and toaJilalyze ,the results obtained. A catalog of X-ray 
sOI!l,rces was geJilerated and resuLts of discoveries and fl!l'rther de-
tailed observatioJils of sources were preseJilted iil sCientific journals 
and meetings. 
ThIs report contaiJils a list of the objectives and how they were met. 
a brief descriptiOJil of the ~nstrument. a selection of significant 
resuLts. the X-ray catalog and a complete bl!bl1og,raphy of resu1ts 
pre sen ted under this contra ct. 
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PREFACE 
This is the Fiaal Report for NASA Coatract NAS5-11422. In broad 
terms the objectives performed uader this contract were to conduct 
observatioas with the first satellite eatirely devoted to X-ray a s-
tronomy and to analyze the resHlts obtained. A catalog of X-ray 
SOHrces was generated and resHlts of discoveries aad further de-
tailed observatioas of GOHrCeS were pre seated ia sCientiHe; jOH,mals 
aad meetiags. 
This report coataias a list of the objectives and how they were met. 
a brief descriptioa of the iastrument. a salectioa of sigaificaat 
resllllts. the X-ray catalog and a complete btbliography of resHlts 
preseated under this contract. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The first satelUe entirely devoted to the study of cosmic X-ray 
sources was placed into orbit on 12 December 1970 from the San 
Marco launch platform off the coast of Kenya by the Centro Ricerche 
AerospazialL The satellite is the first of a series of small astron-
omy satellites sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. December 12 was the seventh anniversary of the 
Kenyan Independence, and in recognition of the kind hospitality 
of the Kenyan people. the operating satellite has been named 
"Uhuru" (Swahili for "Freedom "). 
This document is the Final Report for NASA Contract NAS5-11422. 
The sciel'ltific objectives of the original post-launch proposal 
(ASE-2484) are summarized as follows: 
1. All-Sky Sw-vey 
Systematically survey in a period of about one month the ellCire sky 
for sources emitting X-rays in tl1e energy range 2 - 20 keV. Ex-
pected 10caUol1 accuracies range from 1 arc minute for stronger 
sources to 25 arc minutes (radius of position error circle) for 
sow-ces at tl1e minImum detectable sensitivity of about 5 x 10-5 
Sco X-I. At tl1e same time map the cosmic X-ray backgroun.d with 
a statistical precision of about 2 percent on a scale of 25 square 
degrees or 20 percent on a scale of 2.5 square deg,rees al'ld look 
for isotropy. 
2. Time VariatioRs 
Study time variations of X-ray sources such as occasiol'lal outbursts. 
chaRges over hours or days. suddel'l appearances of a source. rapid 
fluctuations about a cOl'lslant mea'l'l brightl'less. slow decay over 
mOl'lths. and cl1al'lges Ol'l time scales of seconds or less for strol'lg 
sources. 
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3. Spectral Measurements 
Measure energy spectra of sources out to a maximum energy de-
pending on source strength. 
4. X-Ray - Visible Correlated Studies 
Make X-ray location measurements, communicate the locations to 
optical astronomers, make reaso1'lably certain optical identifications, 
schedule aRd carry out simultaneous X-ray-optical observations. 
5. Time Correlations (not with optlcal) 
Simultaneous measurements at X-ray and other wavele1'lgths such 
as radio, IR, XUV, higher energy X-ray and ,{-ray. 
6. Transient Phenomena 
Maneuver satellite to observe supernova outbursts. Monitor data 
for outbursts seen only in X-rays such as Ce1'l XR-2 and Cen XR-4. 
7. Interpretation of X-Ray Observations 
Obtain distributions of sources varsus measured parameters such 
as source temperature, intensity, time variability and locatioR. 
Construct phenomenological models to explain overall electro-
magnetic emission of sources. 
Everyo1'le of these objectives has bee1'l met, in many cases with 
results far beyond what was anticipated. The following are some 
of the major fiNdiNgs from the data: 
1. A third Uhuru catalog of X-ray Sources has beeN produced 
conta ining 161 sources, with nearly complete sky coverage 
to 10 counts per second sensitivity. The catalog gives the 
location, intensity, any unusual properties and iNdicates 
correlations iN other portio1'ls of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. 
2. The discovery of what is probably the first black hole (Cyg X-I) 
representing the most cONdensed state of matter possible. 
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3. The discovery of binary X-ray pulsars. Cen X-3 and Her X-I. 
which emit pulses of X-rays every few seconds. coupled with 
other examples of bizarre behavior. 
4. The detection of X-ray emisSion from clusters of galaxies. 
5. 
L. .. ~ 
The detection of X-ray objects at high galactic latitudes with 
no optical counterpart. hence implying a very high X-r1JY to 
optical luminosity and possibly belonging to a new class of 
objects. "X-Ray Galaxies ... not anticipated prior to the 
launching of UHURU. 
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This document contains a descril'ltion of the instrument. the results 
on galactic X-ray sources. the results on extragalactic X-ray 
sources. an Appendix contal:1ing a reproduction of The Third Uhuru 
Catalog ">fll-ray Sources and a Bibliography containing .9 list of 
all the publications made und~r this contract. 
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2.0 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND SATELLITE OPERATIONS 
Uhuru was launch 12 December 1970 from the San Marco launch 
platform. Uhuru is in a nearly equatorial circular orbit of about 
560 km apogee and 520 km perigee and 30 inclination with a period 
of 96 minutes. The use of large area cOunters and the long time 
available for observations permit us to study the X-ray sky with a 
qualitative improvement upon the sensitivity and completeness 
achieved by previous rocket and satellite experiments. In addition • 
the capability to steer the spin axis to a desired orientation in the 
sky permits us to perform conveniently X-ray measurements on ;j 
specific object in conjunction with visible and radio ground obser-
vations. In this sense we can consider Uhuru as a true X-ray 
oJ:, se ''1a tory. 
2. 1 Instrumentation 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the major elements of the experimental portion 
of the satellite containing the X-ray detectors and aspect sensors. 
The spacecraft spins at a nearly constant rate of one revolution per 
720 seconds. On command from the ground the spin axis can be 
oriented to a particular location on the celestial sphere by means 
of magnetic torquing. A new orientation of the spin axis can. in 
general. bp. achieved in a few orbUs. Figure 2-2 shows the band 
of the sky which is scanned during each spin for any given orientation. 
: 2-1 
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PROPORTIONAL 
COUNTER BANKS 
Figure 2-1 
2-2 
STAR SUN 
SENSORS SENSORS 
ELECTRONICS 
PACKAGE 
Major Elements of the UHURU Instrumentation 
Figure 2-2 
2-3 
Band of the sky swept by the two detectors during one 
revolution of the satellite. The fields of view indicated 
are full width at half maximum. The full width of the 
band of sky scanned, taking into account the offset of 
detectors and the precise values of the fields of view 
is of 12.70 • 
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The X-ray detectors consist of two sets of proportiona 1 counters 
each with about 840 cm2 effective area. The counters are sensitive with 
> 10% efficiency to X-ray photons in the 1.7 to 18 keV range. The lower 
limit is determined by the attenuation of the beryllium windows of the counter 
plus a thJ,n thermal shroud that is needed to maintain the temperature stability 
of the spacecraft. The upper limit is determined by the transmission properties 
of the filling gas. Pulse shape discrimination and antlcoincidencp. techniques 
are used to reduce the background due to part.lcles and high energy photons. 
Pulse height analysis in eight channels is used to obtain information on the 
energy distribution of the incident photons. An in-flight calibration system 
utilizing X-rays from a 55 pe radioactive source and fluoresceYlt X-rays from 
Zr excited by a radioa.::t1ve 147pm source, is used to Itlonitor the efficiency 
and gain stability of the counters. 
The two sets of counters are placed back to back and are collimated 
o 0 0 0 to. O. 52 x 5. 2 ~,nd 5.2 x 5.2 (full width at half maximum) respectively. 
The center of the fields of view of the two detector ba"i(s are displaced from 
o 0 the equatorial plane of the flatellite at respective angleil of 88.9 and 91. 2 
from the spin axis. (The full width of the band in the sky covered by the two 
detectors during each spin is therefore 12.70 ). This arrangement allows us to 
evaluate roughly the elevation of isolated sources in a single pass. While 
the 1/20 detector yields a finer angular resolution. the 50 detector Yields 
high sensitivity for isolated sources'. The precise value of the increase in 
sensitivity depends on the nature and value of the background and on the 
angular extent of the source. 
Two identical and independent visible light star sensors are rigidly 
mounted to each of the two collimators, as shown in Figure 2-1. Star images 
are focused onto an "N" shaped slit located in front of a photomultiplier. 
Traversal of a star results in a triplet of Signals whose time sequence is ana-
lyzed for two-dimensional aspect information to a typical accuracy of one arc 
minute. Two sun sensors of similar design are also included to provide 
2-4 
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aspect informaTion in the "unlit portion of the orbit. 
Data from the 1/20 detector consist of total counts in the erwrgy 
band 2.4-6.9 keV accumulated during successiv(~ sampling intervals of 
0.096 seconds. With a scan ratE oj O. Sa/sec there are about 10 samples 
o for every 0.5 element of angular resolution. In addition. the counts 
accumulated in each of eight channels of pulse height from 10 2 to 20 keV 
are sampled every 0.192 seconds. Data from the 50 detector are oDlained 
in a similar fashion but over sampling intervals of 0,384 seconds. Analog 
voltage signals from the star sensors are sampled every 0.048 seconds. 
When the sun is within the field of vi8w. sun ser.sor data are sampled 
instead. Data are telemetered in real time at 1 kHz and. in addition. a whole 
orbit of data is recorded for delayed transmission at 30 kHz while the space-
craft passes over the principal ground receiving station at Quito. Ecuador. 
A complete technical description of the instrument is given elsewhere. 
N. Jagoda. G. Austin. S. Mickiewicz. R. Goddard. IEEE Trans. NS 11. 579 
(1972) 
2.2 Operations 
The X-ray det"!ction portion of Uhuru has operated faultlessly over 
its entire four year life time. demonstrating the longevity of proportional counters 
and associat.ed equipment. However. difficulties in data transmission 
occurred on December 27. 1970. and on January 23. 19710 On the first date 
telemetry transmission ceased. The temperature of the spacecraft depends 
on thn angle of the spin axis to the Sur. and is at a maximum when t.he spin 
axis is 900 to the Sun. Since at the time of failure the spacecraft was ir. it:; 
r.iaximum temperature conditbn (about 850 F). it was conject'..lred that this 
could have caused the failure. Upon achieving a lower temperature (about 7S oFj 
a 
condition with the spin a):is at approximat€lj' 30 to the SU:J. the telcmetr; 
transmission was fully restored. Although the cause for this failure was not 
understood. a r'1currence has thus far been avoided by maintaining the spi:J 
2-5 
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o 
axis within a 30 cone of the Sun. Hence the pOinting capability 
of the spacecraft has been restricted resulting in a considerable 
modification of the original observing program. 
On January 23. the tape recorder failed making it necessary to rely 
exclusively on the real time data transmission. Consequently 
several other receiving stations along the equator have been re-
questEo..c . record data from Uhuru. This extended coverage has 
allowed the recovery of at least half of the data obtained in each 
orbit. 
The transmitter ha s continued to be a problem with further fears of 
total loss occurring in June and July of 1971. In Lccember 1971, 
after a year of operation. it was found that the star sensors no 
longer per formed satisfactorily. most likely due to damage to the 
reticle pattern caused by exposure to the Sun. Since the Sun 
sensors and spacecraft magnetometer are perfectly functional. 
they will be used in post December 1971 observations requiring 
a superposition capability. A long radioactive calibration showed 
the X-ray detectors and electronics still operating with no 
degradation. 
During April 1973 the battery on the spacecraft failed which caused 
the loss of the rotor (stability was maintained by speeding up the 
o 
spacecraft spin rate to 5 /second) and the loss of the transmitter 
output stage (resulting in a weak Signal receivable only at Quito). 
By switching to Solar-Only status. daytime data was obtained. 
The entire month was spent searching for ways to increase the 
amount of usable ddta. On April 26. 1973. we oriented the satellite 
to the galactic plane. and detected the strong galactic sources. 
thus assuring us that the onboard X-ray detectors were still 
functional. 
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3.0 GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES 
Of the currently known sources (Giacconi et al., 1974), about 100 
are galactic, 33 are tsntatively identified (of which 24 are stars), 4 are 
globular clusters, and 5 are supernova remnants. About 60 are 
extragalactic, of which 20 are clusters of galaxies, B are active 
galaxies, and 1 or 2 are QSO's. Also, about 30 sources well off 
the galactic plane are as yet unidentified and may be an entirely 
new type of object. Of the galactic sources, the properties of 
the more interesting and well studied sources are given in Tables 
3. land 3.2. The source SMC X-l is included even though it is 
located in another galaxy of the local group since it has many 
characteristics similar to sources in the Galaxy. 
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Table 3.1 
Characteristics of X-ray Binaries 
Eclipse duration 
Binary Period (days) Transition duration Velocity of x-ray 
Qenter of Occultation (days) sO:Jrce (Km/ se.:.:) 
I. 700165.t O. 000002 0. 24 .t0.1 1&9.2.t 0.4 
1972 NO·J. 22.60587 0.025 
2. OB7 12 .t O. 00004 0.48< .t O. 012 415.1.t 0.4 
1972 Sept. 14.056 0.035.t 0.007 
5.5999.t O. 0009* none 68.2.t1. 7* 
8.95±.0.02 1.90.t O. 05 26 .t 6' 
1972 May 9.04 undefined 
3.412 ±. O. 002 I. 10 .t 0.07 23.t5* 
1972 May 15.64 undefined 
3.8927 .t O. 0010 0.60.t O. 04 ? 
1971 Jan. 12.99 ~ 0.1 
0.199667.t 0.000014 The eclipse is not unknown 
total 
~ __ -C.. .. _ 
Arproximate 
percentage 
pulsed, possibly 
non-periodic 
80:: 
70%. variable 
< 50% 
::0. 109? 
~ 17c;, 
:510'1, 
-
Approximate 
mass of X-rays 
source (Mo) 
0.2 - 1.2 
0.3 - 0.2 
10 - 20 
* Values derived from observations of the optical c(lndidate. 
visible companion . 
The '!elocit·_, figl~re .Jpplie." not t:'l the X-r<l"l s:mr:;c but to its 
'* 
• ·:::-"'fd'NorwcW,.;.tttw,ri,.."f'· \'&w'i.tiel'-iNtW1ffi;i?i16mdM!gw~Nt.si'!.,;.e . .-P'? a-"<~nji~ w""Ilii.jltW;'t'j.*t:S'f·~J%i'·*jj-t %'i4fmicej.'o!:l '''':ihb0&i-§·h-.e~~~;'w''''Ji:).'-7lli:.W" .. _\;~"",~;,-~"-""r.b",,·i:,,t~';;.~b;'~<..,;~i£..(!.,~· ,·"",·-.;..,-",_"",',tt«.:- :c.;,~, 
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Table 3.2 
CHARACTERISTICS OF X-RAY SOURCES 
Intensity 
LocEtton Short-term Long-term Power Law Cutoff MilX Max. Optical 
Peak Luminosity 
Source Variability Variability Energl Index (keV) (cbl Min. Candidate 2 - 10 keV erg/sec 
w Her X-I 58.26 1. 23782 sec Extended lows -1.3-0.2 1.5- 3.2 100 ~ 6 Hz Her I x 10
37 
I 
~ 
w (3U1653 + 35) 38.12 pulsations 34.85 + 1.70 
15-13mag. 1.-" 
da y pettod: turn 
" 
on 1973 March 
1.4±.O.1 
Cen X-3 292.07 4.B42 sec Extended lows -0.4 - +0.6 \.5-4.2 160 ? 20 ? ? 
(3Ull18 - 60) 0.36 pulsations 
Cyg X-I 71. 32 Qua si -periodic Single low - 2.8 '. 4. I " 1. 5 1175 5 HDE226868 I x 10
37 before j 
(3U1956 + 35) 3.08 pulsations on energy tran- before tran-
80Ib transition 
scales of sHion sition 9 mag. 
i 
milliseconds 
u.45 3 x 10
36 
after 
1 
• 
after tran- transition ~ , 
siUon .. ~ 
3U0900 - 40 263.07 Non-periodic No extended -0.2 - +0.7 2.5- ,1.4 100 10 HD77581 4 x 10
36 :~ 
(GX263 + 3) 3.93 pulsations on lows 
B051b 
times of sec. b mag. 
.j 
3 x 1036 
., 
3UI700 - 37 347.75 Non-periodic No extended -0.4-+1.0 2. I - 5.5 102 " 3 HDI53919 
~3 
2.19 pulsations on 
lows BOO71 ~ 
times as short 6 mag. 1 
as 0,1 sec. j 
Cyg X-3 79.84 No pulsations Transitions 0.4 -. 1.0 2.9- 4.0 194 3 No optical; 6 x 10
37 '~ 
~ 
(3U2030 + 40) 0.71 observed on possibly Radio and j 
times of sec. similar to IR source 
:~ 
" Cyg X-I 
SMC X-I 300.45 Non-periodic Extended lows '0.0 - 0.3 1.5 - 3.0 lB 
c' 9 Sk160 3 " 10
38 
(3U01l5 - 73) on Urnes of BOIb 
§ 't ,'I 
-43.58 
min. 13 mag. 
'I 
6 - 10; variable? 17000 2. 5 Sea X-I 1 x 10
36 ~ 
Sco X-I 359.09 N on -periodic Flarln,]: l 
(3U1617 - 15) variations on 10 - 10 min. thermal - 0.5 
12 - 13 mag. 
...'1.77 
,1 time s of min. spectrum 
Cyg X-2 87.32 Non-periodic ,J - 7; vdria hIe ? 
';.10 ~ 2,5 eyg X-2 .. l 
(3U2142 + 38) 
- I!. 32 pulsations on 
tllf"rmal - n.s 14 mal]. ;\ 
times of min. spectrum '" ., 
~ 
.'1 
-~.--~"'~~" -~.-..... ~--,-.-~~-----, .. -.,.-. ~-, '- -'"-.' 
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3.1 
3.1.1 
* Hercules X-I 
Observations 
Since the original discovery of the periodically pulsating binary X-ray 
source Her X-I (Schreier et al. 1972; Tananbaum et al. 1972). intensive studies 
of its characteristics have continued from the UHURU X-ray observatory. The 
bulk of the data. which will be discussed here. was obtained in the energy range 
from 2 to 6 keV. The UHURU instrumentation has been described in a previous 
Letter (Giacconi et aJ. 1971). 
We have already discussed the periodic pulsation of Her X-I observed in 
January 1972 with a period of 1.24 seconds (Tananbaum et aJ. 1972). We also 
discussed the sinusoidal variation of this pulse period. occurring in phase with 
the orbital period of the binary system. which we interpreted as due to Doppler 
effect. We have now obtained two new results on the 1. 24 second pulsations 
with regard to the pulse shape and the long term variability of the average period. 
In a recent rocket experiment (Doxsey et al. 1973) the MIT group studied 
the pulse shape with fine time resolution. The main pulse was observed to 
have a double-peaked SUucture with a dip in the center. The double peak and 
dip occur in a few hundred milliseconds and the fall of the peak is considerably 
j 
~ faster than its rise. The UHURU data, with O. 096-sec resolution. show a pulse 
• t shape consistent with the MIT results. Moreover, the data show the average 
.' \ puls8 shape to be variable. In Figure 3-1 we show the results of folding data, 
1- ~ 
obtained with O. 096-sec resolution. modulo the 1. 24-sec period. The data were 
acquired in two 60-second intervals separated by about an hour. We observe on 
one occasion a dou1?le-peaked main pulse Similar to the MIT data, followed by a 
very shallow interpulse, but at another time a single broad peak in the main pulse 
and an enhanced interpulse. 
*The Astrophysical Journal, 1973, 184, 227. R. Giacconi, H. Gursky, E. Kellogg, 
R. Levinson, E. Schreier, H. Tananbaum. Reproduced by permission of the 
University of Chicago Press. 
@ 1973. The American Astroncrnical Society. All rights reserved. Printed in U. S.A. 
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HERCULES X-1 1972 MAY 1 
DATA fOLDED MODULO 1.2318 SEC 
UT=8830 SEC 
(60 SEC) 
UT=14375 SEC 
(60 SEC) 
~ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
PHASE ACROSS PULSE 
Hercules 2-6 keV intensity data. Two sixty-second 
passes folded modulo 1. 24 seconds. 
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With regard to long term variations of the average period, we discussed 
in our previous Letter the procedure we used to determine the beo. t fit of a 
si'1usoidal function to the observed pulsation phases. The parameters for the 
fit determine the average period during the entire observation time which 
extends over several days. Thus, very precise values for the average period 
of pulsation can be derived during each of the "on" states of Her X-I. which 
occur approximately every 35 days with a typical duration of 11 days. Using 
this tnchnique. we have obtained the average period of the X-ray pulsation for 
January 1972. February 1972. March 1972, April 1972. and July 1972. The helio-
centric corrected results are shown in Figure 3-2. The 111" error bar associated with 
each determination is derived from the quality of the fit. The data show that 
significant changes in the average period of pulsation occur with an overall 
decrease of about 4.5 microseconds from January to July. We cannot determine 
from these data alone whether the changes occur gradually or abruptly. We can. 
however. exclude a linear change with time which would be seen as a constant 
slope in Figure ~-2. The period decrease gives strong evidence against the 
possibility that the energy emitted in X-rays results from the loss of rotational 
kinetic energy of a neutron star, as is believed to be the case in the Crab Nebula 
pulsar NP0532. 
An additional result from the fitting of the sinusoidal function to the ob-
served pulsation phases is that we now have an updated period and phase for 
the orbit of the binary system. The period is 1. 700165 ± 0.000002 days and the 
phase of the eclipse copter is 1972 july 7.8921 ± 0.0001. The new determina-
tions set an upper limit for change of the 1. 7-day eclipse period of 1 part in 105 
year. 
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In addition to the above findings concerning the pulsations. a much 
more complex picture of the system has emerged from the study of the variations 
in the average source intensity occurring over time intervals long compared to 
the pulsation period of 1. 24 S0C. As previously reported, Her X-I is observed 
to be intense and pulsing for 11 or 12 days and below the level of detectability 
for L4 or 23 days. In addition. it exhibits regular eclipses every 1. l days, 
which we had originally thought to be of variable Width. We have studied the 
variation of average intensity in much greater detail by analyzing all available 
sightings of the source during several "on" states. In Figure 3-3 the behavior 
during three of these "on" states is shown. Each data point represents the 
average intp.nsity measured during a Single scan of the satellite across the source 
and is corrected for aspect, Two types of error bars are shown in the figur,,: 
(a) the statistical error bar, determined from counting statistics, and applicable 
when considering variability between adjacent sightings; and (b) the larger 
error bar which is an estimate of the possible systematic errors associated with 
the aspect corrections. This last error is applicable when comllaring data taken 
on different days, since the satellite orientation is normally changed on a 
daily basis. (The rather large error is due to the fact that since the 
failure of the UHURU star sensors, we depend on sun sensors and magnetometers 
which yield aspect information to about 10 precision.) The behavior of the source 
in the three time periods shown in Figure 3-3 is typical of all our observations. 
Some common qualitative features can immediately be recognized: (1) there is an 
overall m,"dulation of intensity with a broad maximum and a gradual decrease 
to below observable levels; (2) the "on" state begins with a fast rise 
,ime (less than 90 minutes); (3) "dips" in intensity occur during which the 
observed flux decreases by factors of 5 to 10; and (4) these "dips" typically 
occur once per orbit, before the eclipse, and they occur progressively earlier in 
phase as one approaches the end of the "on" state. It should be emphasized that 
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Figure 3-3 Hercules intensity data (2-6 keY) during three "on" 
states. The vertica I lines represent the orbita I 
eClipses. whose positions are determined accurately 
from the pulsation Doppler analysis. Typical errors 
appropriate for different groups of data are shown: 
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the statistical error bar is relevant for pOint-to-point 
comparisons and the aspect error bar is rele-.rant for 
day-to-day comparisons. It should be noted that most 
intensity pOints below about 10 ctslsec are upper limits. 
I 
I 
. , 
these four features are observed in every "0:1" sighting we have studied. 
We have never observed an "on" state, for instance, which ended with a 
sharp decrease in intensity, as might be expected for certain special models 
(Shklovsky, 1972). 
For each of the available "on" states, we define two reference times: 
an abrupt onset time and also a time characteristic of the entire "on" state. 
Since the intensity maximum is broad (e. g. 1972 January and March), the time 
of peak intensity is not well defined. The gradual intensity decreas-e, however, 
does allow us to fit a straight line to the intensities in the later portion of each 
on state, and to find the intercept of this fitted line with zero. For each on 
state, we thus measure the "intercept" time along with an uncertainty, taking 
into account both statistical and systema1ic aspect errors. The average time 
interval between"orl'states is then computed by fitting the intercept times with 
a linear function. We find that the results are conSistent with a periodic 
occurrence of on states with a period of 34.88 ± O. 12 days, although individual 
points do exhibit large errors. 
We then turn to the question of whether the onset times also occur periodi-
cally. Since the onset has a relatively fast rise time we can determine its time 
of OCC'lrrence much more precisely. We have plotted in Figure 3-4a the time 
difference between the actual onset times and those predicted on the basis of the 
constant 34. 88 day period previously determined. It should be noted that the 
error bars associated with each determination here are absolute limits. 
If the turn-on were strictly periodic in time. we would expect all of the data 
points to lie on a single straight line, which would have zero slope in the event 
that the period exactly coincided with 34.138 days, our chosen trial period. We 
find that the onset times can occur at constant time intervals for a few cycles; 
the first points led to the 35. 7-day period we previously reported. Other points, 
however, define a period close to 34.85 days, and still others are scattered in 
no apparent systematic way. The last few points are from "qUick look" data and 
their preCision may improve when production data are processed. The analysis 
clearly shows that the turn-on is not periodiC. 
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The turn-on times. however. bear a strict relation to the eclinse phase 
as shown in Figure 3-4b. As previously mentioned. the limit bars associated with 
each determination are absolute limits rather than statistical errors. The nine 
tum-on times, w~dch we have measured to better than 0.2 days. occur within 
two ranges of phase values. The first is from phase 0.19 to phase 0.30; the 
second, from phase 0.65 to phase 0.74. While it is possible that the tum-on 
times do, in fact, exhibit a range of values as given above, it should also be 
noted that all determinations are consistent with two much narrower intervals as 
defined by the region of overlap of the absolute limits. These intervals are from 
phase 0.218 to phase 0.235. and from phase 0.682 to phase 0.688. The 
probability that this clustering is due to a random phenomenon is negligible. 
The simplest conclusion we can draw is that the X-ray emission is initiated only 
at specific positions of the X-ray source in its orbit about the companion star. 
If we consider now in more detail the intensity variations during the "on" 
state, we observe, in addition to a large amount of pOint-to-point variability. 
the existence of definite decreases in intensity or "dips" outside the well-defined 
eclipses. We obtain the phase of the eclipse very precisely from the Doppler 
shift of the pulsation period, and the lines shown in Figure 3-3 defining the eclipse 
are centered via the null point of the sine curve. The existence of dips occurring 
in close proximity to the eclipse in the early portions of the "on" state had led us 
to conclude that the eclipse duration itself was variable. However, if we restrict 
our attention to eclipses occurring late during the "on" state, we find that their 
duration is consistent with a constant value of O. 24 ± 0.01 days. The onset and 
end of the eclipse appear to be extremely sharp. On occasion. we find the tran-
Sition occurring in less than 700 seconds. (It should be noted. as pOinted out by 
R. Ruffini, that this value implies an absolute upper limit on the dimensions of the 
X-ray emitting region of about 1010 cm.) The X-ray flux from Her X-I during all 
eclipses has been below detectable levels. 
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The dips are qualitatively different from eclipses in some respects and very 
similar in others. The transition into a dip takes place quite sharply in times 
as short as tens of minutes, similar to the transitions into eclipse. However, the 
X-ray flux can have a finite value within the dip, in sharp contrast with what 
occurs in eclipses. The duration of the dips is on the average of the same order 
as the ecU."se duration, b\.., on one occasion was half as long. We interpret the 
occurrence of these dips as due to absorption of the radiation by intervening gas. 
This interpretation stems from the detailed comparison of the spectral content of 
the radiation from Her X-I inside and outside the dips. In Figure 3-5 four different 
spectra each obtained over a few tenths of a day during different portions of the 
"on" cycle are shown. The spectrum corresponding to the highest intensity was 
obtained during the central portion of the 11 day "on" state in January 1972 
at an orbital phase corresponding to llighest flux. The spectrum appears to be 
very flat, with a best fit power law energy index of 0.0 or with a best temperature 
fit for an exponential spectrum of T > 150 x 1060K. The cutoff energy Ea 
correspondg to less than about 1. 5 keV. The second spectrum also obtained at the 
highest int,ansity of the eclipse light curve, but near the end of the same "on" 
state is shown by the dashed line. While the intensity is reduced by a factor 
of 2.7, the shape of the spectrum is the same within statistics. The third 
spectrum is obtained in a dip adjacent to the time interval during which the second 
spectrum was obtained. While the intensity at energies above 10 keV is not toe 
different in the last two cases, a substantial low energy deficit can be observed for 
the spectrum obtained during the dip. Finally, the fourth spectrum is obtained during 
the rapid rise at the onset of the January 1972 cycle. We see that the spectral shape 
is essentially identical to the one observed in the dip, with a large, low energy 
cutoff of the order of 4 keV. This similarity may have some significance in allowing 
us to distinguish between different mechanisms that could give rise to the rather abrupt 
Ollset of the radiation. 
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If we thus interpret the low energy attenuation in the dips as due to 
absorption by a gas with the standard cosmic abundances (Brown and Gould, 1970), 
- 2 
we can derive a typical column density of 1023 Hydrogen atoms/cm 0 
With regard to the detailed behavior of the radiation within the dips, we observe 
a great deal of variability in the flux. The intensity can change by factors of 5 
or greater in times as short as 300 seconds. This would suggest that, if indeed 
the absorption occurs in a gas, this gas does not present a uniform column density. 
We wish now to tum out attention to the time of occurrence of the "dips". 
We find that the dips change their phase with respect to the 1. 7 day-eclipses, 
appearing progressively earlier before each eclipse in a given "on" state. We can 
define a time of occurrence of the dips by the leadiLg edge of the decrease in 
intensity. In Fiqure 3-6 we plot for several different cycles the time difference be-
tween the leading edge of each dip and the nearest eclipse center as a function 
of time. The data sets have been stacked vertically, subtracting an integral number 
of 34.88 days. The fact that in each "on" state the pOSition of the dips moves regularly 
with respect to the eclipse center is apparent in the figure. It is also apparent that 
they do not move at a constant rate. It is clear that the behavior of the dips bears 
some relation both to the 35-day cycle and to the 1. 7-day orbital phase, but we 
have not yet been able to establish any simple relationship between these phenomena. 
The picture is also somewhat complicated by the observation of two extra dips 
which appeared 0.6 days after the source turned on in April 1972 and July 1972. 
On these two occasions the source turned on at phase 0.23 and the trailing edge of the 
extra dips mentioned above coincided with phase 0.68. 
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3.1.2 Discussion 
From the above description it becomes apparent that Her X-I is a more 
complex system than originally described. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
we are not yet able to fully understand all of the details of its X-ray emission. 
However, from the study of the accretion process by many authors, among them 
Zeldovich and Novikov (1971), Shklovsky (1967), Cameron and Mock (1967), 
Prendergastand Burbidge (1968), Schwartzman (1971), Pringle and Rees (1972), 
Ostriker and Davidson (1972), Lamb, Pethick and Pines (1972), there appears 
to be convergence toward a model of the Her X-I binary system which appears 
to be. qualitatively at least, in agreement with the known observational facts. 
While this model is not yet generally accepted, even with respect to the choice 
of a neutron star as opposed to a white dwarf (Brecher and Morrison. 1973) 
as the X-ray star, we have adopted it at least as a guide to the study of the data 
and the interpretation of the results. 
The star HZ Herculis was identified with Her X-I by Bahcall and Bahcall 
(1972) and Forman, Jones and Liller (1972), who demonstrated the existence 
of periodic intensity variations with the same period and phase as the X-ray 
eclipses. The optical data indicate that the binary system contains a normal 
A or F type star and the X-ray data suggest its companion is a magnetic rotating 
neutron star. Matter is lost from the atmosphere of the normal star and accreted 
onto the neutron star giving rise to the observed pulsed X-rays. In this view. 
the energy source for the X-rays ult! mately resides in the gra vitational energy 
which is converted during the accretion process. The neutron star is rotating with 
a 1. 24-second period and furnishes the clock mechanism for the short pulsations. 
The period of rotation of the binary system is 1. 7 days and the X-ray eclipse is 
due to occultation of the l".eutron star by the normal star. The 1. 7- day light curve 
in the visible is due to absorption of the X-ray radiation by the side of the normal 
star exposed to the X-ray source and re-radiation of the absorbed energy at 104oK. 
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X-ray emission from the accreting material impinging on the magnetic 
poles of the neutron star is beamed. This can give rise to the observed pulse 
shape and can explain the existence of an interpulse. Several authors have dis-
cussed the effects on the angular distribution of the X-ray radiation of absorption 
and scattering in the column of material being funneled into the magnetic pole 
(Pines, 1972: Ostriker and Davidson, 1972: and Gnedin and Sunyaev, 1972). 
Depending on the density distribution in the accreting column, these authors have 
shown that a variety of beaming effects could result, since the emitted photons 
are allowed to escape only in a hollow cone about the accreting column. The 
variability of the pulse shape could then be explained on the basis of variations 
in the column density of accreting matter. The time constants estimated for such 
changes to occur (tens of seconds) are not in disagreement with the times in which 
the pulse shape is in fact observed to change. 
The rate of change of the 1. 24-second period and its sign are consistent 
with the prediction by Lamb et al (1972), and by Pringle and Rees (1972), who 
consider the angular momentum transferred to the neL'tron star by the accreting matter. 
Several effects that might cause the 34. 88-day precession have been discussed 
with the simplest picture being torque-free precession of an oblate spheroid neutron 
star as described by Brecher (1972). Pines (1972) has pointed out that dynamical 
analysis of the system requires a solid rather than liquid neutron core for the star 
to account for the observed preceSSional period. 
The sudden onset of the "on" state may be due to a triggering effect of the 
accreting material piling up at the Alfven surface (Pines, 1972) until the precession 
angle becomes such that accretion on one or the other of the magnetic pole regions 
is no longer prevented by centrifugal and magnetic forces. This effect might explain 
both the sudden onset and the more periodic nature of the onset time. Hopefully, 
a detailed model may also account for the speCific phases at which the onset can 
occur. 
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Finally, the dips are due to absorption by the gas streaming in the system 
and ultimately being accreted. It should be noted that the energy absorbed by 
the gas during a dip is a large fraction of the total energy emitted by the source. 
The absorbing gas is heated to extremely high temperatures and would then act 
as a secondary X-ray source. Depending on its location in the system, the 
existence of such a secondary source may have observable effects on the visible 
light curve. 
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3.2 Centaurus X .. 3 
This was the first X-ray source observed to be pulsing periodically. 
(Glacconl, et al. 1971) and the first found to be a binary (Schreier 
et al. 1972). Based on the X-ray data alone. It is known that the 
bulk of the observed X-ray power Is in the form of a periodic signal 
with a period of 4. 84239 sec. Furthermore. we know that the 
source is in a binary system; the X-ray emission Is eclipsed every 
2.08707 days: but more Important. the period of the emission Is 
observed to vary sinusoidally with the same two day period. This 
variation in period has a direct Interpretation as a Doppler shift 
of 415 km/sec corresponding to the motion of the X-ray source around 
a central star. Furthermore. the center of the eclipse occurs when the 
Doppler velocity change Is zero. conSistent with a binary system. 
The X-ray variations are illustrated In Figure 3-7. 
There are many details of the X-ray emiSSion which clearly relate 
to the nature of the source of the system In which it Is Imbedded. 
but which do not lend themselves to such a clean interpreta tlon. 
The pulsed portion of the X-ray emlssic.:l disappears for periods of 
many days In an apparently erratic fashion. During this time and 
during the eclipse. continuous X-ray emission is observed whose 
intensity is about 10% of the peak intensity of the pulsed portion. 
It can not be determined whether this portion of the radiation is 
present during tbe time of the pulsing; however. Its presence 
during the eclipse implies that it is produced independently of the 
pulsed portion. 
The transition into and out of the eclipse requires about 0.8 hrs: 
spectral variations (deficiency of low energy photons) during this 
period indicate that the X-ray flux is being absorbed rather than 
being cutoff by a sharp edge; 1. e .• the source appears to be "setting" 
*From H. Gursky. LesAstres Oeclus. Les Houches 1972. p. 295. 
Ed. DeWitt and DeWitt. reproduced by permission of Gordon and Breach 
Science Publishers 
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Figure 3-7, X-ray variability of Cen X-3. The upper curve shows 
the 4.8 seconds pulsations as they appear in the raw data (each 
bin is O. 096 sec). The fitted curve is the result of a fourier 
analysis. The middle curve is the average intensity folded modulo 
the eclipse period of 2 days. The period and phase of the eclipse 
were obtained from the Doppler velocity variations of the pulsing. 
The lower curve is the time variability on a scale of months and 
shows extended periods (e. g .• February - April) when the source 
is weak or absent when it was predicted to be seen. 
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into an atmosphere before going behind the central star. Also. the 
time of the transition varies by an hour or more. indicating that 
the "atmosphere" is not steady. 
There is no optical candidate available for this object; however. it 
is located right on the galactic plane In the direction of d spiral 
arm. Thus. it may be badly obscured optically. 
Assuming this to be a binary system. the picture that emerges Is 
11 
of a close binary system of radius 6 x 10 cm (0: 8 Ro). The 
separation between the edge of the occulting disk and the X-ray 
11 
source Is only about 10 cm. Based on the D-!)pler velocity. 
the mass function Is 15 mo. The minimum mass of the secondary is 
15 mo. However. if one accepts the view that this is a mass-ex-
change binary system In which the unseen obj ect (m ) fills its 
s 
Roche Lobe. an independent relation arises between the ratio of 
the radio and the masses; which in turn allows placing limits on 
the masses. However. there is some controversy here. 'Pilson 
(1972) argued that the eclipse duration required a central star that 
was tidally distorted and derived an upper limit for the mass of the 
X-ray source of about 0.2 mo. Van den Heuvel and Heise (1972). 
on the other hand. derive an upper limit of 0.7 mo for the object 
based on the central star filling its Roche lobe. Ruffini and Leach 
(1972) have derived somewhat higher masses; the main poi~t. insofar 
as the present discussion is concerned. Is that the mass is within 
the acceptable limits for :leutron stars; 1. e .• one is not compelled 
to make the X-ray source a black hole. Based on the value of the 
mass function the other star is the order of 15 mo. 
It is generally believed that the X-ray emission from Cen X-3 
originates from a rotating. magnetic. neutron star based on the 
Similarity to NP0532. The period of 4. 8 seconds of the pulsations 
is within the range of permissible rotation for a white dwarf; how-
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ever, the only other X-ray source of this kind we know of, Hercules 
X-I, has a period of 1. 24 s13conds which is below the limit of 
stabil1ty for the rotation of normal White Dwarfs. 
The shape of the pulse is not consistent with rotation of a source 
of radiation on the surface which emits isotropically; the pulse is 
too sharp. The most natural explanation is that it is produced 
by the same process as is making the X-rays in NP0532. If this 
is the case, the radiation is beamed, which has important con-
sequences regarding the average luminosity and number of sources 
of this type. 
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3.3 Cygnus X-l* 
Perhaps the most significant of the UHURU results for the galactic 
X-ray sources has been the discovery of pulsations from Cygnus 
X-I. These data led to further study of this obiect and to the pre-
sent belief that we are dealing with a black hole. I would like to 
present the data we have on this obiect and consider the status of 
the black hole identification. Figure 3-8 contains data showing 
substantial variations in X-ray intensity on time scales from 100 
milliseconds to 10'5 of 3econds. Some 80 seconds of data are 
shown here sunmed on 4 time scales from 100 msec up to 14 sec. 
I should point out that similar X-ray variability also reported by 
Rappaport et a!. (1971a), Holt et a!. (1971) and Shulman et a!. 
9 (1971) compels us to consider a source region of 10 cm or less. 
Figure 3-9 shows the X-ray location obtained from an MIT rocket 
flight (Rappaport et a!., 1971 b) and from UHURU which led to the 
discovery of a radio source by Braes and Miley (1971) and by 
Hjellming and Wade (1971). It is this precise radio location that 
led to the opUcal identification by Webster and Murdin (1972) and 
by Bolton (1972a) of Cygnus X-I with the 5.6 day spectroscopic 
binary system HDE 226868. The central object of this system is 
a 19th magnitude star, most likely a BO supergiant and first mass 
estimates for the primary led to a mass in excess of 3 M for 
o 
*From "Stellar X-ray Sources" H. Tananbaum. 1973 IAU Symp. No. 
60, Galactic Radio Astronomy. D. Reidel Publishing Co. 
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wa s reduced to an uncertainty of less than 1 arc 
second after this figure was drawn and is coincident 
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the unseen companion. This came from the mass function determined 
from the absorption line velocities 
2 (M + M BO) sec 
o Even at i=90 , which gives a minimum value of the mass of 
the secondary, 
M
BO 
= 20-M 
sec 
= 5 M 
o 
If the secondary is the compact X-ray source, then it could well 
be a black hole, a point to which we will return shortly. 
We attempted to confirm the identification of the X-ray source with 
HDE226868 by looking for a 5.6 day effect on the X-ray light curve. 
In December 1971 and January 1972 we observed Cygnus X-I con-
tinuously for 35 days. We folded the X-ray data with many different 
periods including 5.6 days and the results are shown in Figure 
3-10.2-6 keV data are shown folded modulo 3.0,5.6, and 6.2 
days; the average is indicated by the dotted lines, and 2 cr error 
bars are indicated by the solid lines. We conclude that there is 
no evidence for a 5.6 day eclipse here, and believe that previous 
reports from balloon observations of such an effect at higher 
energies were caused by the large scale time variability and not 
by a 5.6 day effect. The report by Professor Boyd at Sydney of 
a possible 5.6 day effect at energies below 3 keV may be due to 
a real effect or may be due to the variability of the source and 
the presence of only two data points. In any case, the absence 
of a 5.6 day effect does not rule out the identification and can be 
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understood in terms of an appropriate inclination angle for the 
orbita I pla.ne of the binary system. 
With the use of UHURU as an observatory, we have analyzed 16 
months of data on Cygnus X-I which are shown in Figure 3-U. 
We have plotted the 2-6 keV intensity vs. day of 1970. The vertical 
lines for a given day are not error bars, but rather show the range 
of variability observed on that day. For some days we have only 
the average intensity shown by a dash available in our analyzed 
results. We see that a remarkable transition occurred in March 
and April 1971, with the source changing its average 2-6 keV 
intensity level by a factor of 4. We have also indicated in the 
figure the 6-10 keV and 10-20 keV X-ray intensities and see that the 
average level of the 10-20 keV flux increased by a factor of 2. 
The figure also shows that at the same time the X-ray intensity 
changed, a weak radio source appeared at the Cyg X-I location 
and was detected by the Westerbork and NRAO groups. Hjellming 
(1973) has recently reported analysis of additional radio data which 
shows the radio source first appeared some time between March 22 
and March 31, essentially the time during which the 2-6 keV X-ray 
intensity first headed downward. This correlated X-ray radio 
behavior is the major evidence in addition to the positional data 
that Cyg X-I is in fact identified with the optical and radio object. 
With respect to the arguments concerning the mass of the secondary 
and thereby the possibility of Cygnus X-l's being a black hole, 
there are three recent papers that approach the question. One paper 
by Bolton (1972 b) uses the absorption line velocities, the He II 
4686 emission line velocities and the 2.2 Kpc distance derived 
from the observed reddening and the equivalent width and velocity 
of the interstellar lines to determine values of 20 Mo for 0 
the primary, 13 M for the secondary, and an inclination angle of 26 • 
o 
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Figure 3-11. 16 months of observations of Cygnus X-I. X-ray data 
are shown for 3 energy bands, 2-6 keV, 6-10 keV, 
3-32 
and 10-20 keV plotted vs. day of 1970. The transition 
discussed in the text occurred near day 450. The 
radio data are shown at the bottom of the figure to 
which should be added the additional positive sight-
ing on day 455 reported by Hjellming (1973). 
I ~ 
j 
Cherepashchuk, Lyutiy and Sunyaev (1973) use the absorption line 
velocities, the He II emission line velocities wi. th some allowance 
that the emission region may not belong to the X-ray star, but may 
lie between the two stars (the possible flaw in Bolton's work), 
and the photoelectric observations showing 0.07 magnitude changes 
due to a tidally distorted system. Then taking into account limb 
darkening and gravity dilrkening, and making the not necessarily 
correct assumption that the primary fills its Roche lobe they 
determine a primary mass between 10.7 and 22 M , a secondary 
o 
mass between 7.8 and 17 M , and a distance of order 5 Kpc --
o 
although they appear to have neglected interstellar absorption 
effects and could therefore have overestimated the distance by a 
factor of 2. H. Mauder (1973) uses the mass function determined 
from the absorption line velocities, the possible distances allowed 
by the observed reddening and the absence of a bright infrared 
source which would be produced by an absorbing circumstellar 
shell around the source, the absence of any substantial reflection 
effects as demonstrated by the photoelectric observations and the 
X-ray to visible light energy ratio, and the photoelectric obser-
vations plus the assumption that the star cannot be any larger than 
its Roche lobe. He determines a self consistent set of parameters 
that gives for a distance of 2 Kpc, a primary mass of 25 M and a 
o 
secondary mass between 6.0 and 7.3 M . 
o 
What is the point of this rather lengthy, yet sketchy description. 
Since we are talking about the first possible observation of a black 
hole, we want to consider all the possibilities. The first optical 
papers suggested a mass of - 20 M for the primary star based 
o 
on a BOlb spectral typing. Among others, Trimble, Rose and 
Weber (1973), and Faulkner (1973) pointed out that a helium burning 
star of much less mass could give a temperature and effective sur-
face gravity identical to tha t observed. Since such a source would 
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be at a distance of I Kpc at most. a knowledge of the distance 
is crucial for deciding the masses of the stars. Now the recent 
distance measurements that have been made by Bregman et at. 
(1973) and Margon et at. (1973) rule out the more exotic helium 
stars. determine that the primary is a massive supergiant. and there-
by yield masses from 6 to 22 M for the secondary. 
o 
There are 3Unks in the chain of arguments leading to our conclusion 
about Cygnus X-I -- (1) the identification where location agreement 
plus the X-ray-radio correlation suggest the HDE226868 secondary 
is the X-ray source; (2) the compactness where the short time 
variations. accretion as an energy source. and the absence of 
substantial visible light emission from the secondary indicate that 
this object is compact; and (3) the mass estimates of 2: of 6 
which therefore indica te tha t Cygnus X-I is a bla ck hole. 
M 
o 
In the way of future work on this source. we have the promise of 
a I arc second X-ray location from the HEAO-8 X-ray telescope 
in the late 1970's to make the identification absolute. the large 
area NRL experiment planned for the HEAO-A mission to study the 
intens \ty varia tions on very short time sea les to pursue the compact-
ness. and the continuing optical efforts to confirm the distance 
mea surements. 
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3.4 2U 0900-40* 
3. 4. 1 Introduction 
The X-ray source 2U 0900-40 (Vela XR-I. GX263+3) was first detected 
by Chodil et al. (l~l;7) and subsequently the position was refined by Gursky. 
l\e11099. and Gorenstein (1968). Based upon first Uhuru observations. I\ellogg 
and t-.iurray (lJ/!) and Bradt and I\unkel (1971) suggested HD77S81. a BO. Sib star 
(t-.l.:lrgan. Code. and Whitford 1955) of visual magnitude 6.9 (Hogg 19S8) as an 
optical candidate for the X-ray source. This star had been observed by Feast. 
Thackeray. and \\'esselink (1956) to have a variable radial velocity which Brucato 
and Kristian (l~7 2) interpreted as caused by a binary with a period of less than 
ten days. !-liltner. Werner and Osmer (1972) reported H077S81 to be a spectro-
SCOPIC binary with a period of approxima,.;:!y seven days. lI,lost recently Ulmer 
et al. (1972) have reported periodic intensity fluctuations of 8.7 .:. 0.2 days in 
the 7 - 26 keV llUX from 2 U 0900-40. which they interpret in terms of an eclipsing 
binary system. 
In this letter we report X-ray observations of 2U 0900-40 from the X-ray 
observatory Uhuru which confirm the observations reported by Ulmer et al. and 
yield an improved period of 8.95..: 0.02 days. An improved location for 2TJ 0900-40, 
with an area of .J square minutes of arc. contains the optical candidate HD77S81. 
The 2 - 20 keV energy spectrum and the variability of the source are also discussed. 
*The Astrophysical Journal 1973. 182. Il03 
W. Forman. C. Jones. H. Tananbaum. H. Gursky. E. Kellogg. and R. Giacconi 
Reproduced by permission of the University of Chicago Press 
© 1973. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved. Printed in U. S.A. 
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3.4.2 ~rvat1ons 
The discovery of the binary nature of HD77s81. the bright star in the errOl 
box of 2U 0900-40. promptfld us to undertake a detailed study of the X-ray sourc
e 
and to look for eVidence of periodic occultations. The low average intensity and
 
the large variability of the X-ray source greatly complicated the search for occul
ting 
phenomena. With the Uhuru satellite.2U 0900-40 was monitored between May 8 
and june 3 O. 1972. These continuous observations show regular intensity varia-
tions consistent with a period of 8.95.2: o. 10 days. Analysis of these same data 
eliminates other periods from fractions of a day up to 8.95 days. Aside from 
multiples of 8.95 days. these data eliminate any possible periodicities less than
 
about 30 days. Figure 3-12 shows these data folded modulo 8,95 days. The dat
a clearly 
show the high and low Intensity states for the source. In addition to the periodi
c 
lows. there are occasional times less than half a day long. when the source is n
ot 
observed above the background. Although these data <;Ire not corrected for aspec
t. 
the X-ray detectors were well-centered on the source during all of the X-ray low
s 
so that the upper limits shown do not result from the source's being out of the fi
eld 
of view. 
We have studied earlier observations of 2U 0900-40 from Uhuru. On 1971 
December 18 - 19 an occultation and subsequent tum-on was observed which agre
e 
with data presented by Ulmer et al. for the same two days. The source was also
 
observed for about one day on each of 13 different occasions between 1970 Decem
ber 
and 1971 july. while the Uhuru star sensors were operational. In all but two intervals 
average intenSities corrected for aspect ranged from 10 to 75 counts/second. whil
e 
on 1971 February 5 - 7 and April 18 - 19 the source was not observed above the X-r
ay 
background with 3-<1 upper limits of 3 counts/second. Combining all Uhuru data
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Figure 3-12. The 2 - 6 keVintensity of 2U 0900-40 is shown. The 
data are from May - July 1972 and are folded modulo 
the 8. 9S-day period. The data are not currected for 
aspect. 
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on the source from 1970 December to 1973 January we have been able to determine 
a unique period of 8.95 .±. 0.02 days. The phase of the period as defined by the 
center of the occultation is UT 1972 May 9. 04.±. 0.07. The duration of the occultation 
is 1.90 .±. O. 05 days. However. for 1971 February 5 - 7 the source was not 
detected for a longer time than the normal eclipse duration. This behavior may 
result from a variable occultation duration or it may be an interval of low intensity. 
as was observed occasionally during the high state in the May - June 1972 
data. The source has exhibited no extended low intensity states lasting several 
times the orbital period. such as have been observed for Her X-I. Cen X-3. and 
SMC X-I. 
In addition to the observed occultations. 2 U 0900-40 shows a remarkable 
degree of variability on shorter time scales. f'igure 3-13 shows the 2 - 6 keV intensity 
corrected for aspect during half a day of observations in March 1971. The X-ray 
luminosity changed by a factor of 30 in about two hours. Flares of this intensity 
are rare. but irregular variability is the rulp. as is illustrated by the remainder of 
the data in the figure. We have observed intensities above 100 cts/sec for at least 
one pass on three of the 13 days for which star aspect was available. During these 
13 days the overall average intensity was about 40 cts/sec. 
Observations taken during the peak of the flare. shown in Figure 2. exhibit 
short time-scale fluctuations. During one 20-second pass the intensity of the 
source increased by 24 .±. 4% in less than 0.4 seconds. The intensity remained at 
the higher value for three seconds before returning to the original level. Fourier 
analyses of several observations of 2U 0900-40 did not reveal any shJrt term peri-
odicities suchasare seen in Her X-I and Cen X-3. We can set a 3-17 upper limit of 
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The 2 - 6 keY intensity of 2U 0900-40 on March 17. 
1971 is shown corrected for aspect with ± 1 cr error 
bars (including both aspect and statistical errors). 
In two hours the intensity of the source increased by 
a factor of about 30. Other significant intensity 
variations are a Iso present. 
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10% on the flux that is periodically pulsed for periods between 0.1 and 10 
seconds. 
Although the 2 - 20 keY energy spectrum of 2U 0900-40 is somewhat variable. 
it is always flat with a large amount of low energy absorption. For a power law 
energy spectrum the low energy cutoff varies between 2.2 and 4.4 keVand the 
7 0 
spectral index ranges from -0.2 to +0.7. Thermal spectra with T> 20 x 10 K 
and a low energy cutoff greater than 2.2 keY are also consistent with much of the 
data. 
Using data obtained after the completion of the 2U catalogue, we have refined 
the source lOcation from an area of 25 square minutes of arc to 4 square minutes of 
arc. Figure 3-14 shows both the old and the new positions. The star HD77581 remains 
well within the reduced error box, which is centered at: 
15(1950)=-400 21' 40" 
with corners of the 90% region located at: 
a = 9h OOrn 19. 7s 
15=-400 22' 34" 
3.4.3 Discussion 
9h OOm 19.7 s 
_40 0 20' 46" 
9h OOm 10.3 s 
_400 20' 46" 
9h OOm 10.3 5 
_400 22' 34" 
Jones et a!. (1973) have recently discussed the similarities among the binary 
X-ray sources. Most notably, the five known occulting X-ray sources, including 
2U 0900-40, have flat spectra with variable low energy cutoffs. The observed range 
in cutoffs cbserved in 2 U 0900-40 implies hydrogen column densities between 3.7 x 
22 23 2 
10 and 3.2 x 10 atoms/em (Brown and G"uld 1970). The total HI column 
density determined from 21-cm emission observations in the direction of 2U 0900-40 
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The location of 2U 0900-40 is shown on an enlarge-
ment of the Pa lomur Sky Survey print. Both the old 
loca tion from the 2U Ca ta log und a newer Uhuru 
position are shown. The bright star in the small 
error box is HD77 581. 
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is approximately 6 x 1021 atoms/cm 2 (Daltabuit 1972). Therefore. the high 
absorption observed in the X-ray spectrum is intrinsic to the source, as is con-
firmed by the variability of the cutoff. Intrinsic cutoffs lend further support to the 
model in which X-rays are produced by accretion onto a compact object from a 
circumstellar cloud or disk with the accretion material originating from a binary 
companion. 
The 8. 9S-day periodicity observed in 2U 0900-40 disagrees with the seven-
day periodicity reported by Hiltner et al. for H077 581. the star that is the prime 
candidate for the optical counterpart to the X-ray source. However. as Hiltner 
(1972) ha s pointed out. the optical data are consistent with a 8. 95-day period if 
the observation of 1972 February 13 is put on the descending rather than the 
, 
<[1 ascending branch of the radial velocity curve. Observations indicate 2U 0900-40 
~'l j 1s a member of a binary system and the star HD77 581. located within the small 
.~ 
" X-ray error box. has been observed to have a binary period consistent with that 
• 
determined for the X-ray object. Thus it is possible that 2U 0900-40 and HD77581 
are members of the same binary system. Further optical observations of H077S81 
are now most important to resolve t.'1is question. 
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3.5 2U 1700-37* 
3.5. 1 )ntroduction 
The X-ray source 2U 1700-37 was first detected by the Uhuru satellite in 
December 1970. Observations have shown the source to have periodic occulta-
tions every 3.4 days. indicating a binary nature. The source is highly variable 
I;' 
on short time scales but exhibits no periodic short-term pulsations such as are 
seen in the X-ray binaries Cen X-3 and Her X-I (Giacconi et al. 1971; Schreier 
J et at. 1972a; Tananbaum et at. 1972a). The energy spectrum of 2U 1700-37 is 
flat and cut off at low energies. Similar to the spectra of other reported X-ray 
bindries (Schreier et at. 1972a; Tananbaum et al. 1972a; Schreier et al. 1972b; 
Forman et al. 1972). On the basis of close positional agreement and its similar-
ity to other stars associated with X-ray sources (Gursky 1972). the star HDI53919 
Is suggested as an optical candidate. 
*The AstrophYSical Journal 1973. ill. 1.43 
C. Jones. W. Forman, H. Tananbaum. E. Schreier, H. Gursky. E. Kellogg, and 
R. Giacconi, Reproduced by permission of the University of Chicago Press 
@ 1973. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved. Printed in U. S.A. 
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3.5.2 Observations 
The most extensive Uhuru observations of 2U 1700-37 were made in May 1972. 
The 2 to 6 keV intensity measured for seven days during this set of observations is 
shown in Figure 3-15. These data show two complete cycles of the source. Transi-
tions from the high-intensity state to the low state are clearly visible on May 11. 7 
and May 15. I. Two upward transitions from states of low intensity to states of 
high intensity are seen on May 12.8 and May 16.2. Combining these observations 
with others ranging over a year and a half. we have determined a period of 3.412 + '.~-
0.002 days. The occultation is centered on U. T. 1972. May 15.64..!: 0.04 (y. D. = 
2441454.14) 
We have examined data for 70 days on which 2U 1700-37 was surveyed between 
,Jecember 1970 and May 1972 and have determined that its behavior is always 
consistent with the derived period and phase. Observations obtained over this 
time are shown in Figure 3-15 folded with the 3. 412-day period. The data are plotted 
twice for illustration. We conclude that there are no extended times of low 
intensity during which the source is not observed. 
The eclipse duration determined from the data in Figure 3-15 is 1. 10.±. O. 07 days. 
We can set a 3-0' upper limit of 6 counts/second on the intensity observed during 
the occultation of 2U 1700-37. At times the occultation appears to be somewhat 
longer than 1.10 days, as in the first cycle in Figure 3-15. It is possible that the 
large variability in intensity described below could account for this behavior or 
that the eclipse duration actually does vary. 
The data in Figure 3-15 also show a second minimum at phase 0.5. VI!hen all 
the available sightings are folded with the 3. 412-day period and averaged into 25 
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j 
I I i I' II I 
1,1 lilt,,, ,"",,,,j,i /' W,I~\" '/ /11...... " .. ,.J. ',', i,l, ,. 
-0,5 
Msy 11 May 12 Ma~ 13 May 14 May 15 May 16 Mo, 17 
1972 
·0.25 0.0 0.25 05 0.75 1.0 
PHASE 
The 2 - 6 keV intensity of 2U 1700-37 corrected for 
elevation in the field of view and shown with ± 
1 rr error bars. The upper portion shows seven days 
of data from May 1972. Plotted below are observations 
obtained between December 1970 and May 1972 
folded with the 3. 412-day period. A histogram of 
the Intensity averaged In 25 equal Intervals Is also 
shown. 
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intervals. the average Intensity In the center bin of the high state is half that 
of the adjacent bins. The Intensity at phase 0.5 Is ten standard deviations 
below that of the bins on either side. although it is not particularly meaningful 
to consider the difference in terms of standard deviations since statistically 
significant fluctuations in intensity are so prevalent in the data. There are. ho
w-
ever. no substantial upward fluctuation5 yet observed at phase O. 5. The intensit
y 
averages without error bars are shown in the lower portion of Figure 3-15. 
There Is a largA degree of variability in the intensity during the 2. 3 -day" on" 
time. as can be seen In Figure 3-15. Since the dat" in the top portion of Figure
 3-15 
were obtained after the failure of the Uhuru star sensors. only rough aspect info
r-
mation was availal)le to correct the source intensity for the location of the source 
within the collima~or field of view. so that the error bars on the intensities are 
necessarily large. I-iowever. the large uncertainties do not mask the fluctuation
s 
in which the intenSity changes by as much as a factor of four in times of ten 
minutes. Variability on the time scale of seconds also has been observed. On 
several occasions the intensity has '11ore than doubled from one· second of obser
va-
tions to the next. All of this variability has also been detected during observat
ions 
made when the Uhuru star sensors yielded good 3spect information. 
Rapid intensity changes on time scales of '1 tenth of a second are also present 
in the 2U 1700-37 data. These fluctuations are not so striking as those seer. in
 
Cyg X-I. perhaps owing to the lower intensity of 2U 1700-37. However. even w
hen 
no significant flares on times of seconds are visible. the fits of the data to a 
constant intensity are not good. implying that there is variability on even shorte
r 
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time scales. When the intensities are averaged over a few tenths of a second 
the fit is improved for about half the cases. For example, analysis of the center 
seven seconds of one 30-second pass with the data taken every tenth of a second 
2 gave a x per degree of freedom of 1.47 with a sigma of 0.16; the same measurement 
2 
summed in O. 3-second bins gave a x per degree of freedom of 1.04 with a sigma 
of 0.28. We interpret these results as indicating that the rapid changes occurred 
on times of a tenth of a second or less. We have Fourier-analyzed and performed 
autocorrelations on severa 1 20 - 30 second observations of 2U 1700-37 with a 
time resolution of 0.096 seconds to search for a periodicity in the short-term 
variability. We can set a 3- CT upper limit of 17 percent on the percentage of the 
flux that is periodically pulsed witha period ranging from 0.1 to about 10 seconds. 
The 2 to 20 keV spectrum of 2U 1700-37 is flat and shows a large amount of 
low-energy absorption. The spectrum is variable with a power law energy index 
ranging from -0.4 to +1. 0 and a cutoff varying between 2. 1 and 5.5 keV. corres-
ponding to hydrogen densities of 4 x 1022 and 4 x 1023 atoms/cm2 (Brown and 
Gould 1970). Thermal spectra with temperatures greater than 108 OK and substantial 
low-energy cutoffs are also consistent with many of the observations. 
The position of the X-ray source (90% confidence level contours) is shown in 
Figure 3-16. The large box is the position from the 2U catalog and the small box is 
a new pOSition obtained from additional source sightings not included in the 2 U 
catalog. The new box has an area of O. 009 square degrees and is centered at 
h m s 0 
a(l950) = 17 00 29 and 5 (1950)= -37 46'.4, with the corners located at 
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The location of 2U 1700-37 is shown on an enlarge-
ment from the Palomar Sky Survey, Both the old 
location from the 2U catalog and the new Uhuru 
position are shown, In addition, a location recently 
The determined by Rappaport et al. (1972) is given, 
bright star contained within all three location deter-
minations is HD153919, the suggested optical 
candidate, 
" 
., ....• 
I 
I 
· ! 
· i 
i 
· ) 
t 
,... -! 
.... 
a(1950) 6 (1950) 
17h DOm 51 s 
-370 48'.0 
17 h OOm 51 s -370 44'.7 
17h OOm 6s -370 44'.7 
17 h DOm 6s _37 0 48'. 0 
3.5.3 Discussion 
The most conspicuous object at the new X-ray location is a 6.6 magnitude 07f 
h m s 0 (Crampton 1971) star HDI53919 (a1950 = 17 00 32 .7 °1950 = -37 46' 29"). 
Rappaport et a!. (1972) have communicated that data from a rocket flight on 1971 
May I have yielded an independent X-ray location for 2U 1700-37. Their observa-
tions with a modulation collimator show a 4.,. peak centered at a(1950) = 17h OOm 29 s • 5 
o and 5 (1950) = -37 46' 44" with a radius of uncertainty of 1'.5 (90% confidence). 
This position, which includes the _andidate star, is also shown in Figure 3-16. 
The high correlation of bright stars in X-ray error boxes noted by Gursky (1972) 
provides further reason for considering this star as the optical candidate. Also 
Heap (1971) has found that compared to 0 stars, Of stars have low surface gravities, 
which would fit well with a model in which X-rays result from the accretion of mass 
from the binary companion. in this case the 07f star, onto the compact X-ray source. 
Compactness is inferred from the short time-scale pulsations. Spectra recently 
obtained on this star (Koo 1972; Liller and Forman 1972) show interesting features that 
appear to come and go on time scales less than ten minutes. Further optical obser-
vations of HDl53919 are needed to test the identification with the X-ray s'Jure~. 
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Henry (1972) has suggested that for binary systems containing X-ray sources. the 
amount of X-ray radiation abflorbed by the optical companion and reradiated at UV 
and optical frequencies is proportional to the duration of the X-ray eclipse. For 
36 
2U 1700-37. the maximum observed X-ray luminosity from 2 to 10 keY is 3 x 10 
ergs/second. based on a distance of 1.7 kpc to the optical candidate. However. 
38 the luminosity of the optical candidate is about 10 ergs/second so that even if 
a large fraction of the X-ray energy were absorbed and reradiated. there would be 
only a small (;S 1%) effect on the observed opti..;al luminosity. 
Six X-ray sources--Cen X-3. Her X-I. SMC X-I. Cyg X-I. 2U 0900-40 and 
2U 1700-37--are now believed to belong to binary systems. Of the six.' all except 
Cyg X-I show X-ray occultations. As for the other occulting binaries. the energy 
spectrum of 2 U 1700-37 is flat and has a large low-energy cutoff. Interstellar 
;r" absorption cannot account for the large cutoff and certainly not for the variability 
-:.: observed in the amount of absorption. In fact. this source has the greatest amount 
, . 
. , 
, 
of absorption of any of the X-ray binaries observed so far. The eclipse duration of 
" I 2U 1700-37 is also the longest of any of the six binaries. lasting about 30 percent 
I 
I 
, 
J 
of the entire period. Schreier et al. (1972b) have suggested that the large low-
energy cutoff observed in occulting X-ray binaries is due to an accretion disk or 
circumbinary matter concentrated in the orbital plane. Also the presence of a 
second intensity minimum. when combined with the compactness required by the 
time variability and the parameters of the system that might be determined from an 
optical identification. could be very important in understanding the nature of the 
emission process. 
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A comparison of some of the properties of 2U 1700-37 with those of the other 
X-ray binaries is given in Table 3.3 For the power law energy index and the low-
enerqy cutoff. the extremes in variability are given for each source. In several 
respects, in addition to their both being in binary systems. 2U 1700-37 is similar 
to Cyg X-I. For both sources the X-ray energy is pulsed on short time scales 
requiring compactness of the X-ray source. although neither shows periodic pulsa-
tions. Neither source exhibits extended lows during which it is not observed above 
the X-ray background. In addition. the peak X·-ray luminosities of 2U 1700-37 and 
Cyg X-I (post transition) are about the same if the optical identifications and hence 
the distances are correct. The close similarity in the X-ray properties of Cyg X-I 
and 2U 1700-37 suggests that 2U 1700-37 might be a black hole. as has been 
advocated for Cyg X-I (Webster and Murdin 1972; Bolton 1972a. b; Tananbaum et al. 
1972b). In that case. as for Cyg X-I. the mass of the X-ray source would be con-
siderable and the mass ratio therefore would not be very different from unity. Hence 
a search for radial velocities in the proposed optical candidate could prove most 
informative. 
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VI 
... Source 
ZUl700-37 
2UD900-4D (GX263t3) 
SMC X-l (2U01l5-73) 
Her X-I (2U1102.35) 
Cen X-3 (2U1ll9-60) 
Cyg X-I (2U1956+15) 
a. Forman et 31. 1972 
b. Ulmer et a1. 1972 
c. Kellogg and Murray 
d. Brucato and Krlstlan 
Binary f. dod 
(Days} 
3.412..!:. 0.002 
8.96.:. O.OSa.b 
3.8927..::. O. DOlOf 
1.700167 -.: o.OOOOO6g ,h 
2.08712 ..!.. O. 000041 
5.600 !. O. 003 from m,nto 
optical. Not observed 
in X-ray 
1971 
1972 
e. Hiltne.:. Werner. and Osmer 1972 
f. SchreIer et al. 1972b 
g. Tananbaum et al. 1972a 
,""._, stn"W?iO>')#'WX' ·'V-eawtt't'iTtn''t'tt)SJ1.''tif',r'"? '."_ .. 
~ ..... ~,...~.""t ;:,1 r'~-r. [8 
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Table 3.3 
CHARACTER~::TlCS OF X-RAY BDNARIES 
Short Term 
Variability 
Non-periodic 
pulsations as 
short as O. 1 sec 
Long Term 
Variability 
No extended lows 
11.' n-period1c a 
pulsations on 
Urnes of sees 
No extended IOWS,l 
Non-periodiC f 
pulsations on 
times of mlns 
Extended lOw/ 
1.23782 sec9 • h Extended lows g • h 
pulsations average cycle of 
35.3 days 
4.842 sec 
1 Extended lows 1 
pulsations 
Ouasi-periodic~' q. r Single low-energy 
pulsations as short transltion 
as 50 mHlisec 
h. Clacconi et at. un 
1. Liller 1972a 
j. Bahcall and Bahcall 1912 
k. forman, Jones, and Liller 19"12 
1. S~hreier et a1. 1972a 
m. Bolton 1972a 
n. Webster and Murdin 1972 
, 
Power Law 
Energy Index 
-0.4 ... ·1.0 
Cutoff 
(keVL 
Optical 
Candidate 
2. ! _ S. 5 HDl'>3919 
Distance 
(kpc) 
1.7 
-0.2 ..... 0.78 2.5_4.48 HD77S81c • d ,e.t 1.3 d ,e 
O.O"'O.3 f I. 5 .... 3. Of Sitnduleak U hlf 
-1.3 ... +0.2 L.5~3.2 
-0.4 .. ·0. 6 1.5-4.2 
2. B. 4.1 < I. 5 
-
before 
transition 
O. 45 after 
tranSition 
o. Bolton 1972b 
p. Rappaport et a1. 1971 
q. Oda et a1. 1911 
r. Schreier et al. 1971 
s. Tananbaum et a1. 1972b 
t Bradt and Kunkel 197[ 
u. Liller [972b 
N.J. 160 
hZ Heri • j. k K S. '3 
None ? 
HDE226868m. n 2n,o 
Peak Lummoslty 
(2 - 10 keVergs/sec) 
] x 1036 
4 x 1036 
3 x 1036 
I x t037 
? 
1 x ]037 before 
transition 
3 x 1036 after 
transition 
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3.6 Cygnus X-3* 
If Wfl now turn to Cygnus X-3. we find a different looking X-ray 
picture. Figure 3-17 shows the 2-6 keY Uhuru observation of 
Cygnus X-3 for 9 days in May 1972. The error bars contain both 
the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The data show in-
tensity variations of about a factor of two with a period of 4. 8 
hours first reported by PElrsignault et al. (1972). Figure 3-18 shows 
the 9 days data in three different energy bands from 1. 8 to 10.0 
keY plotted folded with the 4. 8-hour period. We see that the 
minimum is observed in all three energy bands and that the intensity 
variations across the 4.8 -hour cycle are essentially independent 
of energy. Thus. the minimum is not due to photoelectric absorption 
which would show a strong energy dependence. exp [(-Ea/E) 8/3 J . 
Among the possible models still being considered for this 4. 8-hour 
light curve are a binary system with a 4. 8-hour orbital period and 
intensity variations caused either by geometrical obstruction or by 
different optica I depths in different viewing directions due to only 
weakly energy dependent Compton scattering in a hot-ionized 
cloud. an idea suggested by Gursky (1973). Compton scattering 
calculations by Tucker (1973) suggest an emitting region that 
8 
would be of order 10 cm. a size consistent with short time scale 
fluctuations now observed on at least some occasions. indicating 
a compact component of the source. Other possibilities for the 
4. 8-hour cycle would be pulsation or rotation of a single star. 
For the 4. 8-hour cycle we have a new. tentative period of 0.1996515 
±.. O. 0000032 days constant from December 1970 through June 1971 
and a period of O. 1996787 ± O. 0000012 from June 1971 to May 1972. 
an 811' statistical difference. A word of caution concerning this 1 
4 part in 10 increase in the period is in order. The method used to 
* From" Stellar X-ray Sources" H. Tananbaum, 1973 lA U Symp. No. 
60-Galactic Radio Astronomy, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 
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Figure 3-17. Observations of Cygnus X-3 from 8 May to 17 May 
are plotted as a function of time. The 2-6 keY 
intensities are given in counts/sec and have been 
con"ected fa·." aspect; errors bars include both statIs-
tical error and systematic error and systematic error 
due to aspect correction. Also shown Is the average 
light curve obtained by folding all the data modulo 
4.80 hours and finding the average Intensity every 
0.24 hours. 
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Figure 3 -18 • 
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PHA~E or 48 HOUR CYCLE 
Counting rate data for Cygnus X- 3 for the same 9 
days in May 1972 folded modulo 4.8 hours for 3 
energy bands. The intensity scale is logarithmic 
and the data show that the 4.8 hour intensity 
variation are essentially energy independent. 
10 
. 
.\ 
determine the phase of the minimum consists of fitting a sine 
function to the intensity variations. The period is then determinod 
by dividing the time between minimum phases by the appropriate 
integer number of periods. Canizares et al. (1973) have reported 
evidence for changes in the shape of the light curve and we must 
investigate the effects of such a change on our analysis technique 
before considering the period change as definite. Changes in this 
period could prove very important in choosing among various models 
for the 4. 8-hour cycle. 
Figure 3-19 shows several points over a 1 V2 year ;Jeriod where 
we have determined the average intensity of Cygnus X-3. The 
points with the smallest error bars are d1!.ta for which the average 
intensity was determined by the sine fitting technique; other pOints 
are obtained as daily averages of randomly selected points or as 
averages of selected quick look data points at various phases of 
the 4. 8-hourcycle. The data suggest the Cyg X-3 may have average 
intensity levels which persist for times of months with transitions 
between levels someti,· 9S observed. Average intensity levels 
of 60c/s, 125c/s, and 230c/s, are seen at various times. This 
picture is somewhat similar to that observed for Cygnus X-I and suggests 
that the radio data be checked against the X-ray observations if 
pOSSible, for possible long term correlated changes in average 
intensity. 
Figure 3-20 shows new results for the X-ray intensity for 6 days at 
the time of the first September 1972 radio flare. We now include 
production data whereas our earlier report of no Significant X-ray 
changes was based on quick look data only. We see that there are 
severa I points of high intensity on September 1. the da." before the 
radio flare was first reported, a Ithough the radio da ta a llow for the 
possibility of an earlier start up since the flare was first observed 
already in progress. The presence of X-ray intensities of at least 
3- 60 
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Figure 3-19. 
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JULY 1 JAN. 1. 1972 JULY 1 
Average 2 - 6 keY intensity for Cygnus X-3 on various 
days from January 1971 until July 1971. Data are corrected 
for aspect and the concept of "average" is discussed 
in the text. 
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Figure 3-20. 2 - 6 keV X-ray intensity for Cygnus X-3 in late 
August and early September 1972. The time of the 
first observation of the giant radio flare is indicated 
at 220 on September 2. Note the jifference in the 
X-ray behavior around September 1 compared to the 
preceding days. 
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600 cts Isec. an intensity greater than ever previously observAd 
for Cygnus X-3 and at least a factor of 2 higher than any intensities 
measured on August 30 and 31 indicates a connection between the 
X-ray ahd radio behavior. This is also supported by preliminary 
observations of higher temperature energy spectra for the high 
intensity data points. This ~'bservation is important since it con-
firms the X-ray radio identifica tion previously only suggested by 
positiona I coincidence of a few arc minutes. This identification Ls 
also confirmed as reported by Professor Boyd at the lAU General 
Assembly in Sydney by the very .ecent observation by Becklin 
et a1. . (1973) of a 4. 8-hour period in the infrared oblect identified 
with the Cyg X-3 radio source, with the infrareC: minimum in phase 
with the X-ray minimum. 
Wallace Tucker and I have performed some very rough. back of 
the envelope calculations to see what the parameters of a syst"!m 
38 
might be in which 10 ergs Isec is produced in a synchrotron 
33 process X-ray flare and 10 ergs Isec is produced in a radio flare. 
We basica lly have a model in which the electrons are inlected and 
first produce X-rays in a small region with an intense magnetic 
field and then expand into a larger region with smaller B and pro-
duce the radio emiSSion. We assume an X-ray emitting region of 
9 15 
order 10 cm and a radio emitting region or order 10 cm. 
Assuming a radio lifetime of 10 days we find as already determined 
by Gregory et a1. (1972) a magnetic fit'ld of::: 5 gauss in the radio 
9 
emitting region; we now can de cermine,~ magnetic field of 5 x 10 
gauss in the X-ray region. electron energies of - 10 MeV. and 
-2 3 
number densities of - 5 x 10 Icm for the radio emitting region 
3 3 
and - 5 x 10 I cm for the X-ray region. 
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3.7 SMC X-1* 
3.7.1 Introduction 
Observations from UHURU have previously determined the presence 
of a discrete. highly variable X-ray source. SMC X-I. in the direction of 
the Small Magellanic Cloud (Leong et al. 1971). This source came under 
further scrutiny with the discovery that s~veral variable X-ray sources 
seen from UHURU are binary systems (Schreier et al. 1972. Tananbaum 
et al. 1972a. Tananbaum et al. 1972b). Analysis of further data has 
demonstrated that SMC X-I is indeed a binary object with occultations 
visible every 3.9 days. Except for the lack of regular pulsations. other 
aspects of its behavior are also consistent with those of the previously 
reported occulting binaries Cen X-3 and Her X-I. There is variability on 
time scales of hours as well as evidence for extended low states. Further-
more. its energy spectrum is both flat and cut off at low energies. If we 
follow Leong et al. in putting the source at the distance of the SMC. then 
38 the source is emitting in excess of 10 ergs/sec in the energy range 
2 - 6 keY. 
3.7.2 Observations 
The X-ray source in the Small Magellanic Cloud SMC X-I (2U0115-73) 
was observed by UHURU on numerous occasions from 1970 December through 
1972 April. As previa'. sly reported (Leong et al. 1971) the source was seen 
to be variable; its intnnsity (2-6 keY) changed by a factor of about twenty 
in four hours on 1971 January 12. 
*The Astrophysical Journal, 1972. 178. I71 
E. Schreier. R. Giacconi. H. Gursky. E. '<ellogg and H. Tananbaum 
Reproduced by permission of the University of Chicago Press 
© 1972. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved. Printed in U. S.A. 
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Upon ar.alyzing further data. we have found that this intensity 
change was neither unique nor random. but represented a transition 
between two levels. The lower p,',1: of Figure 3-21 shows the intenility of 
the source between 1971 January 11.5 and January 19. 5. The reported 
transition between a level of approximately 20 counts/sec and one of 
less than a few counts/sec is clearly visible on January 12.7; other 
transitions can also be seen on January 13.4. 16. 6 and 17.2. The data are 
corrected for aspect and summed over several adjacent spins of the 
satellite. The one-sigma error bars include both statistical and 
elevation correction errors. The two regions with relatively large 
errors represent scans when the source was near the <;!dge of the field 
of view; the source was completely out of the field of view for an interval 
on January 18. causing the data gap seen. Significant intensity fluctua-
tions on the time scale of a few hours are seen in the data. In addition. 
there is evidence for similar variations on the scale of minutes. 
The data shown are suggestive of the periodic occulting behavior 
already determined for Cen X-3 and Her X-I (Schreier c,t a1. 1972. Tananbaum 
et al. 1972a). The period can be determined from these data as 3.895 ± 0.045 
days. with a "low" state of duration 0.60 ± 0.04 days. When we searched 
the analyzed UHURU data for further SMC X-I extended sightings. we 
found a three day period from 1971 June 9.0 t() June 12.3 which contains one 
other complete occulation of duration 0.63 ± O. 06 days as also shown in 
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DAr (IF 1971 
DAY OF 1971 
The intensity of SMC X-! in observed counts/sec 
during eight days in January and three days in June 
1971. Data has been corrected for elevation in the 
field of view; one-sigma error bars include both 
statistical and elevation correction errors. 
" 
Figure 3-21. If we fit a constant period to the data in January and June we 
can refine the period to 3.8927 ± 0.0010 days. The average low state 
duration of 0.60 ± O. 03 days is consistent with the three individual 
det;rminations. At the present time. the duration of the transition is 
only determined to be;;; 0.1 c!ays. The phase of the period as defined 
by the center of the low state is 1971 January 12.99 ± 0.02. The dashed line 
'l 
in the figure shows a single periodic light curve extrapolated over the two 
sightings. 
In the remainder of the analyzed UHURU data. there are several times 
in 1970 December. 1971 January. March. April and May and 1972 March and 
April when the satellite was oriented so that SMC X-I was in the field of 
1': view. During the 19'/2 observations. the source was in its ,. high" state as 
predicted by the periodicity established above. However. in the remainder 
of the data there were definite times when the source was seen at or below 
a few counts per second during predicted high states. Also. in 1971 April. 
there were at least two occasions when the source was seen at an intermediate 
level of between 5 and 10 cts/sec curing predicted high states. However. we 
know of no instances in which the source is seen above ~ 3 cts/sec when a low 
state is predicted. It should also be noted that the intensity of the SMC seen 
by Price et al. (1971) in 1970 September is comparable to the UHURU "high 
state"; this observation agrees with our predicted X-ray light curve. If we 
compare the long term behavior of SMC X-I with that of Cen X-3 or Her X-I we 
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find similarity with Cen X-3. There is no simple regular cycle on the time 
scale of a month as is known for Her X-I (Tananbaum et al. 1972a). If one 
does exist, it must be at least four or five months long. Further continuous 
observations are planned to study the longer time scale behavior. 
The behavior of SMC X-Ion time scales of seconds is harder to determine 
due to its low counting rate. The, two types of behavior we considered were 
those associated with knowr X-ray binaries; the periodic pulsations character-
istic of Cen X-3 or Her X-I, and the random or quasi-periodic pulsations 
observed from Cyg X-I. 
Simulations were done in which actual UHURU obs'?rvations of Cen X-3 
and Cyg X-I were scaled down to counting rates comparable to that of SMC X-I, 
added on to a typical background rate, and randomized according to Poisson 
statistics. These simulations demonstrated that the pulsations of a Cen X-3 
type source could be easily seen even at counting rates lower than that of 
SMC X-I by studying a few hundred seconds of data. Fourier analysis and 
auto-correlations of actual SMC X-I data showed no eVidence of such 
periodicity. We can pla(;e a 3 - []" upper limit of 10% on the percentage 
pulsed in the range of periods from a few tenths of a second to about ten seconds. 
However, we cannot rule out Cyg X-I type behavior from the simulations. The 
short pulse trains often seen in Cyg X-I data (Schreier et al. 1971) would 
wash out in the length of data necessary for analysis. Aperiodic fluctuations 
would not be apparent over statistical fluctuations in a source as weak as 
SMC X-I. due to the much lower signal-to-noise ratJo. 
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The energy spectrum of SMC X-I is extremely flat above a few keY. but 
has a significant low energy cutoff. The best fit power law energy spectral 
index is 0.15 ± 0.10; a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum with kT ::: 3 0 keY 
would fit equally well. The spectrum appears to show variability, especially 
in respect to the low energy cutoff which has been measured in the range of 1. 5 
22 to 2. 5 keY, corresponding to a hydrogen column density of about 2 X 10 
atoms/cm2. We emphasize that the qualitative behavior of the energy 
spectrum is the same as that of the other known occulting X-ray sources. 
Cen X-3 and Her X-I. 
The position of SMC X-I (2U01l5-73) has been improved since the 2U 
catalog and is centered at: a (1950) = Olh 15m 24 5 
Ii (1950) = -73 0 41' 49" 
with the comers of a 90% region given by 
C' = Ih 14
m 515 0 = -73 0 40' 19" 
14m 35 5 41' 38" 
15m 58 5 43' 19 " 
16m 115 41 ' 53" 
Due to the low density of X-ray sources detected by UHURU in this 
region of the sky (Giacconi et a1. 1972), we believe that the location of 
this source in the direction of the Small Magellanic Cloud is not coincidental. 
If we assume that the source is indeed in the Small Magellanic Cloud. then 
the accepted distance of 61 kpc shows that the source is emitting in excess 
38 
of 10 ergs/sec in the range 2 - 6 keY. 
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3.7.3 'p'iscus s!2n. 
We may summarize the principal observations as follows: (1) SMC 
X-I occults with a period of 3.8927 days; (2) the energy spectrum is 
cut off at low energies and flat; (3) there is no large amplitude periodic 
pulsation. In addition, there exists variability at least on time scales 
of from minute through months. The presence of occultations leads us 
to compare the properities of SMC X-I with those of the other known or 
probable X-ray binaries as shown in Table 3.4. It is evident that in all 
major respects other than (3) above, SMC X-I is qualitatively the same 
as Gen X-3. Indeed, the correlation most apparent in the table appears 
between occulation and low energy cutoff; they are both present for the 
first three sources, and neither appears with Cyg X-I (Figure 3-22). We 
offer the tentative explanation that occulation requires the observer to be close to 
the plane of the orbit, and that most of any matter being transferred between 
the members of the binary system (e. g. an accretion disk) as well as any 
circumbinary material would be concentrated also in the orbital plane. 
Thus, low energy cutoff caused by abso: ption near the source would be 
most pronounced in the orbital plflne and be greatest for occulting sources. 
38 We also note that the luminosity of over 10 ergs/sec makes the binary 
source SMC X-I comparable in strength to both the stronger galactic sources 
and the discrete sources in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Leong et al. 1971). 
This fact permits the interpretation that even the strongest X-ray sources 
may be binaries. The high intrinsic luminosities of many galactic sources 
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Table 3.4 
Properties of Some X-ray Binaries 
Source 
SMC X-I 
Cen X-3 (a) 
(b) 
Her X-I 
CygX_I(c) 
Occultation 
3.8927 days 
2.08712 
1.70017 
None 
References for Table: 
(a) Schreier et ai, 1972 
(h) Tananbaum et ai, 1972a 
(c) Schreieretal, 1971 
Periodic 
Spectrum Pulsa tion. 
Flat, cutoff at No large 
1-3 ke:V amplitude 
Flat, cutoff at 4.84 sec 
1-4 keV 
Tananbaum et ai, 1972b and references therein 
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Long Term 
Variability 
Extended lows 
Extended lows 
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ENERGY (keV) 
Typica I energy spectra of four binary sources. Data 
shown represent relative counting rates with one-
sigma errors in seven PHA channels. The data have 
been normalized by setting the total intensity (2-20 
keV) equal to that of Cen X-3. The parameters shown 
represent the best fits to the data of the power law 
expression shown on top: exponentia I spectra with 
kT;? 2S keV could fit as well. Also note that since 
variability is seen in the spectra, any given sighting 
might differ from the representative spectra shown. 
..' 
1 
.J 
are therefore not in contradiction to the idea that most galactic X-ray 
sources are binary systems. For such sources, accretion is the obvioo.ls 
energy source, whether tr.e matter is supplied by a stellar wind or by over-
flow of the Roche lobe of the companion star. The fact that the luminosity 
38 M 
of many sources seems to come close to the Eddington limit of 10 (1\1) 
(l) 
ergs/sec imposed by radia tion press ure (Pringle and Rees 1972, Ostriker 
and Davidson 1972, Shakura 1972) strengthens the hypothesis that 
accretion is indeed the energy source. 
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:,.8 Scorpius X-I * 
Turning to Sco X-I we have considerably more detailed observations. 
particularly those obtained by collaborative efforts of a number of 
radio and optical observers together with UHURU in February and 
March 1971. 
FIgure 3-23 shows the X-ray intensity in ct.s/cm2 - sec, the blue-
magnitude. and the radio intensity observed at NRAO and Wester-
bork in mi1l!flux units. The radio source is relatbely quiet and 
weak on February 23. 24 and 25; the optical intensity is relatively 
bright and variable on February 23 and the X-ray source is also 
highly variable. On February 24 and 25 the blue·.magnitude is 
faInter than 13th and the X-ray emission is relatively low and quiet. 
Figure 3-24 shows a continuation of this optical and X ·ray behavior 
on Febrtlc.ry 26, with an enormous radio flare beginning around 18 
hours on February 26. Unfortunately, the X-ray and optical ob-
servations are notably absent on the 2nd half of February and on 
February 27, except for 3 hours of relatively faint blue observations. 
When the radio data resume at 12 hours on February 27, the flare 
has totc:dly subsided. and then the X-ray and optical data for Feb-
ruary 28 show low intensity and not much variability. Data such 
as these have bden used to infer that the radio behavior is not 
rein ted to the optical and X-ray emission, but the scarcity of X-ray 
and optical observations during much of the time on Febmary 26 and 
27 makes this conclusion unwarranted. 
In Figure 3-25 we pick up Sco X-Ion March 23. 1971. Much of 
the data for March 23 and 24 show tt." blue-magnitude brightr 
than 12.6 and the X-ray sour:::e intense and varying (although (here 
are some quiet X-ray times). When the c~ta are picked UP on 
*From "Stellar X-ray Sources" H. Tananbaum. 1973 IAl' Symp. No. 60-
"Galactic Radio Astronomy" to be published by D. Reidel Publishi'1g Co. 
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Figure 3- 23. Simultaneous X-ray, optical. and radio observations 
for Sco X-l on 22 - 25 February 1971. The data are 
discussed in the text. 
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Same as Figure 3-23 except for 26 February - 1 
March 1971. 
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March 25. the X-ray intensity ~'! very quiet and the optical is 
fainter than 13th magnitude. What would be helpful in attempting 
to understand how the source quieted down would have been more 
complete coverage on March 24 and 25. 
Late on March 25. the radio data show a flare to about 500 milli-
flux units: the X-ray source remains low and quiet during this 
time. although there is a 6 hour gap in the data during the actual 
radio increase. On March 26 some 15 hours after the radio flare • 
the optical brightness increases steeply. by several tenths of a 
magnitude in about an hour. About 1 hour after the optical increase 
began. the X-ray intensity increases substantially and a bright. 
variable X-ray state follows. A few scattered radio pOints suggest 
that the radio flare may have disappeared some 2 to 4 hours before 
the opttcalincrease. 
In Figure 3-26 we pick up the optical data showing the source still 
bright and highly variable on March 27 and 28 with a large de-
crease early on March 29. The X-ray pOints are also bright and 
variable on March 27 and most of March 28. and are definitly 
faint and relatively quiet on March 29. The March 28 data suggest 
that the X-ray decrease may have preceded the optical decrease 
by as many as 6 to 8 hours. The X-ray and' optical data remain 
low and quiet on March 29 and 30. with the radio data showing 
another flare. beginning between 21 and 24 hours on March 29. 
The previous data from March 25 and 26 suggest that we either look 
for an optical and X-ray brightening some 15 hours after the start 
of the radio ar.civity or some 2 to 4 hours after the radio activity 
ends. Unfortunately. there are no X-ray data after 9 hours later 
on March 30 nor any optical data at all on March 30, although 
optical data later on March 31 show the source faint. Thus. no 
conclusions can be drawn concerning repeated relationships between 
the radio and the optical and X-ray data. 
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Figure 3-26. Same as Figure 3-23 except for 27-30 March 1971. 
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Figure 3-27 shows a blue-magnitude occurrence histogram for 
March 23-28 suggesting two states for Sco X-I, with most of its 
time spent either bright or faint with little time in the middle. In 
Figure 3-28 we see the X-ray intensity vs. blue-magnitude for 
these days. This figure shows the correlation between the X-ray 
and optica\. When the optical source is faint the 2-6 keY X-ray 
intensity is low and varyin'J only slightly. 'J'!hen the blue-magnitude 
passes 12.6, the X-ray inte.nsity is greater by up to a factor of 2 
and much more variable. This is also related to observations by 
Hiltner and Mook (1970) that Sco X-I only flares in the optical 
when it is brighter than this same 12.6 magnitude. Figure 3-29 is 
2 days of these same data where we show the X-ray temperature 
vs. the 2-6 keY intensity and find the source cooler when it is 
weaker and hotter and more variable when it is more intense. A 
better approach would have been to plot temperature versus emiSSion 
measure here, since the 2-6 keY intensity is of course greatly 
a ffected by >he exponentia I tempera ture factor 0 
An effort of this type was undertaken by Kitamura et al. (1971) with 
rocket data and optical opservations which suggested a size of 
8 9 15-16 3 10 to 10 cm and a density of 10 Icm for the X-ray emitting 
region. These conclusions were based on the observation that the 
emission measure decreased 1S the source became hotter. The 
UHURU and MIT OSO-7 results suggest that this is not the case, 
but rather the emission measure increases as Sco X-I becomes 
hotter. It may be that different laws govern this relationship de-
pending on whether the source is in the bright flaring state or in 
the quiet, faint state. Present models suggest the radio emiSSion 
occurs relatively far out from the X-ray emitting region, with the 
optical emissit'n coming from a region also outSide of but much 
closer to the X-ray emitting region, resulting in the correlation 
between the optical and X-ray emiSSion. 
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Figure 3-27. Sco X-I brightness histogram 23 - 28 Marcb 1971. 
The number of occurrences of each blue magnitude 
is plotted vs. blue malinitude. The data indicate 
the clustering around 13.2 magnitude and 12. 5 
magnitude as discussed in the text. 
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Each point represents a single. simultaneous 
measurement of the X-ray and optical intensity of 
Sco X-I. Note the relatively quiet. faint state and 
the highly variable. bright state. 
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Figure 3-29. Temperature versus X-ray intensity for Sco X-I. Each 
point represents a single temperature and X-ray inten-
sityobservation. We see that as the source intensity 
increases the temperature increases and is more 
variable. 
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3.9 Cyg X-2 
Cyg X-2 is believed to be similar to Sco X-I except there is not 
nearly so much information available concerning it. Its intensity 
is only about 1/40 of Sco X-I. The optical identification was pro-
posed by Giacconi (1967). based on the discovery of a star with 
characteristics Similar to that of Sco X-I within the area of un-
certainty of the X-ray source. The position "f Cyg X-2 has been 
considerably refined since then (S. Murray) as is shown in Figure 
3-30. However. simultaneous X-ray-optical correlations have not 
been reported; thus the identification cannot be regarded as being 
positively established. 
In both optical and X-ray. variations in intensity of order a factor 
two are observed on a time scale of a day or less; however. the 
two states characteristic of Sco X-I are not yet reported from Cyg 
X-2. The X-ray spectrum is best fit by an exponential with T '" 
70 4 x 10 K. somewhat lower than that of Sco X-I. 
The optical Cyg X-2 is actually very dissimilar from Sco ~:-1 al-
though they share certain common fea tures. The spectral lines 
show large changes in radial velocity which were thought to be 
evidence of binary motion; however. Kraft and Demoulin (1967) 
showed that these variations. which are of the order of several 
hundred Km/sec were not periodic. Furthermore. they found that the 
bulk of the optical emission could be accounted for by the presence 
of a G-type subdwarf star based on the absorption-line spectrum. 
With this information the distance is estimated to be 500 - 700 pc. 
36 Based on this distance. the X-ray luminosity is of order 10 erg/ 
sec. the optical luminosity is lower by a factor of 100 and is 
dominated by the G-type star. The optical emission from the X-ray 
*From H. Gursky, Les Astres Occlus. Les Houches 1972. p. 295. Ed. 
DeWitt and DeWitt. reproduced by permission of Gordon and Breach 
Science Publishers. 
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region could be. as in Sco X-I about 10 of X-ray emission. 
Severa 1 other X-ray sources have properties. in terms of the 
spectrum and variabilities of the X-ray intensity. similar to Sea 
X-I and Cyg X-2; however. there has been no other identification 
of a similar optical object. If. however. the ratio Lx/Lopt = 103 
then this is not so surprising. Sea X-I and Cyg X-2 are not only 
bright in X-rays but located at high galactic latitude out of regions 
of high optical obscuration. The visible emission from a source 
10-2 of Sco X-I located in the galactic plane would appear of 17 
-3 
m if its optical emission were 10 of its X-ray emission. Allowing 
for several magnitudes of obscuration. such a star would be hope-
lessly difficult to find. 
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Figure 3-3 O. X-ray position of Cygnus X-2. The position from the 
2 UHURU catalog is the small ellipse and the arrow points to the 
blue star believed to be the optical counter part. The large diamond 
(partially cutoff) Is the 1967 position. 
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4.0 EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY ASTRONOMY * 
4.1 Introd,uctlon 
The UHURU satellite, launched in December 1970, has had a great impact on 
extragalactic X-ray astronomy. Before data from this satellite became available. 
there were only a few extragalactic X-ray sources known. Sources near M87 
(1.2) and 3C273 (3) and NGC1275 (4) had been observed definitely, and ones 
near NGC5128 (3), the Coma Cluster (5) and the Large Magellanic Cloud (6). 
had been reported using sounding rocket data. The f1rs~ fairly complete sky 
survey with UHURU has revealed more than 40 X-ray sources off the galactic 
plane by 20 degrees or more. Figure 4-1 shows the locations in galactic coordinates 
of the stJurces (7), and it shows some shaded areas we have not yet surveyed. 
At least fifteen of the high latitude sources are already identified with unusual 
galaxies. or with clusters of galaxIes. We believe that most of the remaining 
unidentified high latitude sources will tum out to be extragalllctic. 
As was expected, ordinary galaxies are detected as X-ray s':)urces at 
comparable luminosity to our own galaxy. We also confirm that 'musual active 
galaxies have enhanced X-ray luminosity. The most exciting discovery we have 
made is that sources in clusters of galaxies are very luminous and are extended, 
with sizes as large as a few megaparsecs. We also find that the luminosity 
function of high latitude sources is consistent with a uniform volume distribution 
as expected for distant extragalactic sources. Also. that the diffuse background 
might be the superposition of many distant discrete sources. 
4. 2 Identified Sources 
Figure 4-2 shows the identified extraga tactic source~ by class with their distances, 
ranging from 50 kpc for the Magellanic Clouds to 600 Mpc for the most distant 
objects. The top of each shaded area represents the distance of the nearest 
member of each class. The nearest ordinary galaxies are the Magellal".ic Clouds, 
located at the top of the shaded area for the class of ordinary galaxies. The 
Small Cloud is dominated by emiss10n from a single binary X-ray star (8,9). 
From "UHURU Results on ExtrClgnlactic X-ray Sources", E. Kellogg, 1973 lAU 
Sym. 55-X-and Gamma-Ray Astronomy, p. 171, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 
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Figure 4-2. Identified extraga lactic X-ray sources. The top of the 
shaded region for each class indicates the distance 
of the nearest known member of that class. The 
Seyfert galaxies are the only group where the nearest 
member, NGC4051, is not detected, but a more 
distant member Is detected. The table at the right 
lists the ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity for 
representative identified sources. 
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The emission from the Large Cloud is due to four discrete sources (7). The 
-4 
ratio of X-ray to o!1ticai luminosity for ordinary galaxies is 10 or less, as 
listed in the table at the right. We have detected the nearest giant radio 
galaxy, Cen A (10, I!), located at the top of the shaded area for radio galaxies, 
and ~wo much more luminous distant radio galaxies, Cyg A (7) and Herc A. 
Figure 4-3 shows our best estimates of the locations for Cyg A and Herc A. The 
updated Herc A location contains more recent data than that included in the 
-3 UHURU Catalog (7), The X-ray to visible ratios have a large range from 6 x 10 
for Cen A to about 200 for Herc A. However, the X-ray to radio luminosity ratio 
does not vary so widely for these galaxies. We have detected the nearest great 
cluster in Virgo, and several more distant rich clusters. Luminosity ,atios range 
-3 from 10 for Virgo to about ::me in Perseus. We see only one Seyfert galaxy, 
NGC4151. The top of the shaded area is at the distance of NGC4051, the 
nearest Seyfert, which is not a source. NGC4051 and NGCI068 are less than 
1/3 as luminous as 4151. We al30 see the nearest QSO, 3C273. If these 
classifications are physically meaningful, we'd expect each class to have a 
typical luminosity; then the nearest ones would be detectable first. It appears 
that only the ordinary galaxies are 1I"ell behaved in that sense, and possibly QSOs. 
The other classes show a wide range of luminosities. The enhanced X-ray to 
visible luminosity ratios for radio galaxies, clusters, the Seyfert and the QSO 
suggest that the X rays in these objects are not produced in stars as they are 
in our own galaxy, but by some other mechanism. 
The second major finding from UHURU is that sc;urces in clusters are 
very luminous and extended. We have now idenUiied about 8 sources associated 
with c.:iusters. In Figure 4-4 we see four such sources from the great clusters 
in Virgo, Cen, Perseus and Coma. The Virgo source is c~ntered on M87, the 
active giant elliptical galaxy (12). The bands are the source centers obtained 
from 5 different UHURU scans. They intersect at M87. The inset shows the 
error box obtained by combining the 5 scans. M87 is Within 3' or the centroid of 
the extended X-ray source. Its size is shown by the circle. The true shape of 
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Figure 4-3. Locations of two UHURU sources identified with distant 
radio galaxies. For Cygnus A. the quadrilateral is 
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the error box listed in the UHURU Cata log (7). The 
ellipse is a more exact location contour from which 
the UHURU error box was obtained. The peak of the 
location probability distribution is shown by a vertical 
cross. For Hercules A. new data obtained since the 
UHURU catalog was generated were added to obtain 
the updated locations. 
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Figure 4-4. X-ray soureeS In clusters of galaxie3 These are the four strongest cluster 
sources. In each case, we indicate the extent of the source by the simplest 
figure, a circle, since we have no information on the details of the shape. 
The Virgo picture also shows the one-directional locations for the centroid of 
the extended source obtained from five scans, labelled by the orbit number per-
taining to each scan, The inset is the two- dimensional error box obtained by 
combining the five one-directional locations, The inner contour corresponds 
to 68% confidence and the outer corresponds to 90% confidence. The Centaurus 
"ouree, 2Ul247-41 contains NGC4696 within its centroid error box, The Perseus 
souree contains NGC1275, the exploding Seyfert galaxy, within the centroid 
error box. In Coma, both the giant ell1ptical NGC4874 and the kinematic center 
of the cluster Ue within the error box, 
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each of these four extended sources Is probably not circular, but we cannot 
tell from our data. so we represent the source shape in the simplest way 
possible. a circle. whose description requires only a single parameter. its 
diameter. 
The Cen cluster is about 3 times further away than Virgo. and the source 
is weaker. We have just developed a new technique for measuring the size of 
weaker sources. and we find it to be extended. The giant elliptical galaxy 
NGC4696 is located in the error box for the centroid of the extended X-ray source. 
The size is again shown by a circle. 35' in diameter. The Perseus cluster source 
is centered very close to NGC1275. a violenL_y active Seyfert galaxy (13). The 
source in Coma may be centered on either the gi . .3nt elliptical galaxy NGC4874. 
or on the kinematic center of the cluster which is very close to 4874 (13). 
We have tried to m"Clsure the angular extent of nine sources located in 
clusters (see (14) for the list of cluster sources). Five of these are definitely 
extended. as summarized in Figure 4-5; the other four were too weak to measure 
sizes on. They are Abell 401, A' all 1367. 3C129. and one Zwicky cluster. and 
ZW 0444.7+0828. The last two sources listed are identified with individual 
galaxies not located in clusters. and are found not to be extended. Abell 2256 
is the most distant extended source we have yet detected and the most luminous. 
These data show that the clusters have a large range of sizes and luminosities. 
In fact, there appears to be some c:)rrelation between the X-ray luminosity of a 
cluster and its velocity dispersion, as shown in Figure 4-6. This effect was 
noticed by Solinger and Tucker (15). The obser';ed luminosities are consistent 
with a fourth power dependence on t.V. If this type of correlation holds up 
under future observations. we must interpret that there is a connection between 
X-ray emission and cluster dynamics involving the presence of some fraction of 
the virial mass in intergalactic gas. and that thermal bremsstrahlung is the 
X-ray emission mechanism. This would be the first unambiguous observation 
of intergalactic gas. whose presence has been suspected in the past. but not 
confirmed. 
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2 X 1044 
2 X 1043 
7 X 1042 
CO~A 36' ! 4' 1050 
CEN - iiGC 4696 37' ! 8' 500 
VIRGO - M87 
NGC 4151 
NGC 5128 
Figure 4-5. 
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S 20 
1 X 1042 
6 X 1041 
Sizes and X-ray luminosities of extragalactic X-ray 
sources. Five extended cluster sources and two 
compact sources not in clusters are listed. The 
cluster sources are much more lunimous than the 
compact sources. 
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VELOCITY DISPERSION (km/sec) 
Luminosity versus velocity dispersion for X-ray sources 
in clusters. The curve is arbitrarily normalized. For 
the three clusters with well determined velocity dis-
persions, the correlation between t::.v and Lx is un-
deniable . More detailed analysis may prove that 
the data fit a curve slightly different from the (t::.V)4 
curve shown, however. 
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Some new UHURU observations of the spectra of extragalactic sources are 
shown in Figure 4-7. The ordinates are logarithmic and represent relative coun
ting 
rates. The abscissae represent photon energy. In the upper right corner. is th
e 
spectrum of the Crab nebula. which we use as a standard. We assumed inter-21 2 
stellar absorption corresponding tot\. 601: O. 16)x 10 H atoms/em as observed 
in radio. which corresponds to E =0.4501:0.02 keV. The spectral index was a 
allowed to vary, with the best fit value being O. 99±0. 05. The histogram for the 
Crab represents both the observed count rate distribution in the UHURU pulse 
height analyzer and the calculated fit. because the statistical errors are very 
small. The middle column shows the count rate distributions from cluster sourc
es 
1IS histograms with 1 sigma error bars. The Gircles are the computed fits. Per
seus-
NGC1275 is similar to the Crab which has a power law index of 1. MB7 has a st
eep 
spectrum with a power law index close to two. The spectrum of the Coma clust
er 
fits better to isothermal bremsstrahlung than a power law; kT is 6. O±O. 3 keV. 
Tr" Cen cluster and Abell 2256 and 401 are similar to Coma and NGC1275. We 
see n0 definite low energy cutoff in any cluster source. 
T!'t! 1,<t solumn shows data from individual galaxies and 3C273. They all have 
a cutoff. The top spectrum is from the source at the nucleus of our own galaxy
, 
GCX (16). The suggestion is that we are seeing X rays from the nuclei of these 
other galaxies as well. Since we see no cutoffs in the cluster sources. we are
 
led to believe that the X-ray emission mechanism is different for clusters than 
for individual galaxies. In particular. it appears that the cluster sources are 
truly diffuse. and not just a collection of active galaxies. 
As an example of hON we can use these observed cutoffs. conSider 3C273. 
We find a cutoff of 2. 6 keV. This is probably not due to intergalactic material 
since such material at the critical density would not have the heavy element 
abundance required to give that much absorption; also it must be very hot if 
present. so it would be ionized and absorb still less. The absorption is most 
22 2 
likely at the source. and corresponds to 5 x 10 atoms/em assuming normal 
galactlc abundance ratios in 3C273. 
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Figure 4-7. Spectra of extragalactic sources. Counting rates versus energy are plotted as 
histograms with one Sigma error bars. The closed circles are the predicted 
count rates assl;mlng model spectra as inputs and computing the count rate after 
accounting for ccunter efficiency, pulse height resolution and fluorescence 
escape effects. The slope Is given as " for the energy Index of a fit to a 
4-11 
power law. or kT for an exponential. E a Is the low energy cutoff In keV. 
assuming photoelectric absorption. The four spectra In the left column show 
a drastic turnover at low energies. The spectra in the center column and the 
two lower ones in the light are from sources located 1n clusters, and show no 
cutoff. The spectrum of the Crab Nebula Is shown at the top of the right 
cOlumn for comparison. 
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If w,," assume that the X rays and the point radio source 3C2738 are coming 
from the nucleus of a galaxy, then the lack of a radio cutoff down to ~80 MHz 
means that the cloud of material surrounding the source has a radius> 30 kpc 
4 
along the line of sight, assuming a temperature of 10 degrees. This is con-
sistent with 3C273 being at cosmological distance. 
Figure 4-8 shows NGCS128 or Cen A. This is a giant radio galaxy with two 
lobes several degrees in size. There are also two inner lobes just 7' apart 
centored on the optical galaxy. and a compact radio source (17) and red and IR 
hot spots (18.19) which are at the center. We have found that the X rays are 
coming from a source ~ I 0' in size whose location is centered on the optical 
galaxy. Our upper limit on X rays from the outer lobes sets an upper limit on 
o the temperature of the universal blackbodY radiation of S. I K. assuming a mag-
-6 
netic field strength of 4 x 10 gauss in the lobes which corresponds to equi-
partition between magnetic and electron energy density. Or. if we fix the 
o -6 blackbody radiation at 2. 7 K. we obtain a lower limit of I x 10 gauss in the 
giant lobes of Cen A (ll). The X-ray source is probably coming from the nucleus 
of NGC5128, since we see it strongly cut off. This must be the center of the 
high energy activity which has produced the lobes in the past. but has been 
obscured from us by the great amount of dust in NGC5182. 
The unidentified high latitude sources are listed in Figure 4-9. The first group 
are located near 3C or MSH radio sources. The second group are not associated 
with strong radio sources. The six coincidences between X-ray sources and 
strong radio sources are somewhat higher than would be expected on a chance 
basiS and may be due to a real physical association. Among the others there 
are probably many chance coincidences, such as the three sources near undis-
tinguished NGC or IC galaxies. 
The latitude distribution of these sources is shown in Figure 4-10. This has 
been corrected for nonuniform sky coverage. The hOrizontal line is the mean for 
o 
all latitudes above 20 and the dashed lines are ±I sigma. The apparent excess 
o in the 20 to 43 zone is not statistically significant, being ohly 1.4 sigma. 
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, they are distributed uniformly on the sky. 
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Figure 4-8. Centaurus A. The optical galaxy NGCS128 is located 
within the X-ray source error box. The size of the 
source is less than 10'. This still allows the X-ray 
emission to be coming from the inner radio lobes 
shown in the inset. or from the optical galaxy. The 
nucleus of the optical galaxy is the most likely 
locaticn of the source. since it is so strongly cut 
off at low X-ray energies. due tu absorption. 
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1. NEAR STRONG RADIO SOURCES (?:30 F.U.) 
.2!.L RADIO 
0410 + 10 3Cl13 (WEAK) \ 
0515 - 34 MSH 05 - 310 
.j 
~ 
0525 - 38 MSH 05 - 36 ~ 
. 1 
0426 - 63 MSH 04 - 64 ':; 11 
.\ 
1253 - 28 MSH 12 - 212 
. l 
A 
2128 + 81 3C435.1 i ~ 
2. UNCERTAIN LD. 1 
I .2lL CANDIDATE 0043 + 32 ZW 0041.1 + 3235 OR OB + 368 0426 - 10 (SOUTH) 
0440 + 7 CLUSTER? 1 
0544 - 39 (SOUTH) 
1 0628 - 54 (SOUTH) 1231 + 7 IC 3576? < 
>1 
1420 - 02 NGC 5604 
, 
1 
1443 + 43 CLUSTER? 
1808 + 50 ABELL 2298? 
1843 + 67 CLUSTER? 
1849 - 77 (SOUTH) 
1954 - 68 (SOUTH) 
2134 + 11 CLUSTER? , 
2346 - 32 NGC 7793? 
2358 - 29 (SOUTH) 
Figure 4-9. Unidentified high la titude X-ray sources ( I hi > 20°). 
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Figure 4-10. Galactic latitude distl1butior. of unidentified X-ray 
sources. This is a plot of the distribution of the high 
la titude sources listed in Figure 9. with galactic 
latitude. Corrections have been made for the solid 
angle. sky coverage in each zone and sensitivity 
versus source strength. The solid horizontal line is 
the mean, and the dashed lines are one sigma errors 
in the mean. 
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Suppose these sources were very close to us, within the disk of our galaxy. 
Then we would have observed the integrated effect of other sources similar to 
them but further away as a galactic ridge of X-ray intensitY. Such a strong 
ridge has not been seen. Therefore. we beHeve these unidentified sources are 
a new class of distant extragalactic object. 
Figure 4-11 shows the luminosity function of high and low latitude sources (20). 
The low latitude sources were discussed by Tananbaum (9). The high latitude 
sources agree well with a 1. 5 power law expected for a uniform volume distri-
bution, with constant space density and luminosity. 
Does the luminosity function continue to weaKer sources than we have yet 
observed? Figure 4-12 shows the fluctuations in the background counting rate 
o 
obtained as differences in adjacent 5 regions in the sky. (21). The curve is that 
expected from coun.ting statistics. The excesses at 1. 6 to 2.4 counts/sec are 
most likely due to sources below our present threshold of detectability. The 
estimated number at this intensity level fits well on the log N log S curve, which 
predicts that we will observe about 300 high latitude sources down to 1 count/sec 
with UHURU eventually. 
With this positive indication that still weaker sources than we have yet 
observed exist, we can integrate the contributions of the various types of 
sources to the X-ray background. Figure 4-13 shows the estimated contributions 
from identified classes of X-ray sources. About equal contributions are obtained 
from Seyferts and clusters. We assume that one third of all Seyfe>rts are X-ray 
sources, based on our results for NGC41Sl, 4051 and 1068. The contribution 
from Seyferts could be much less than we have calculated if the fraction of 
Seyferts which are strong X-ray sources like NGC41S1 is much less than 1/3. 
We could npproach the problem differently by integrating the log N log S 
-3 
curve out to a faint source limit of 5 x 10 c/sec to explain the background. If 
we assume that this intensity cutoff corresponds to the edge of the observable 
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Figure 4-11. Integral distribution of number of sources versus 
strength, S. The sources used are those given In the 
UHURU Catalog (i); the numbers gi\en have been 
corrected to complete sky coverage and to 100% source 
detection efficiency down to the limit of 3 counts 
-1 
sec • ~he high latitude sources are consistent with 
a distribution of constant luminosity sources distri-
buted uniformly throughout space, giving a distribution 
with a slope of 1. 5 as shown by the solid curve drawn 
through the X' s. 
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DIFFERENCE (counts/sec) 
Figure 4-12. Polnt-to-Polnt Count Rate Differences. Data from each 
great circle scan at high latitude are analyzed ror 
fluctuations by taking the difference In absolute 
o 
magnitude of count rate between adjacent 5 bins. 
The frequency distribution of these differences Is 
shown here. If the differences were due only 
to counting statistics. we would expect the solid 
gaussian curve. We observe excesses at about 1.6 
counts/sec and 2.2 counts/sec. These are undoubtedly 
due to weak sources just below the UHlJRU threshold 
of detectab1l1ty. 
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Lx df 
TYPE erg/sec P (Mpe-') erg/em sec ster 
NORML GALAXIES 2 X 1039 .03 .24 X 10-8 
RADIO GALAXIES 6 X 1041 3 X 10-5 .07 X 10-8 
SEYFERTS 1042 3 X 10-4 1.2 X 10-8 
QSOS 3 X 1045 10-8 .08 X 10-8 
CLUSTERS Z X 1044 10-6 .8 X 10-8 
TOTAL = 2.4 X 10-8 
OBSERVED = 3 X 10-8 ergo/cm 2 
sec ster 
Figure 4-13. Contributions to the diffuse X-ray background (2-6 keV). 
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The two types of source which could contribute sig-
nificantly to the background are· Seyferts and clusters. 
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universe. we have a distance scale for the twenty or so weak sources already 
detected at about 3c/sec. They are about 150 Mpc away. perhaps not close 
enough to have been noticed in earlier surveys in optical and radio. It seems 
that a large fraction of the all-sky X-ray background is certainly contributed 
by distant rich clusters of galaxies and possibly Seyferts. The rest may be 
contributed by the unidentified class of sources extrapolated to great distances. 
It is to be expected that further study of the powerful extended X-ray sources 
in clusters of galaxies will tell us much about the evolution of clusters and 
perhaps about cosmological phenomena. Based on the results presented here. 
one may speculate that the Virgo and Perseus clusters are similar in that they 
contain an active galaxy on which an extended X-ray source is centered; the 
source has a power law spectrum. Also. these two clusters are irregular. In 
Coma. we do not see such a prominent active galaxy. The source may be centered 
on the kinematic center of the cluster. and seems to show a spectrum closer to 
that of isothermal bremsstrahlung at a temperature c;orresponding to the RMS 
velocity of galaxies in the cluster. Also. the cluster has a more symmetrical 
appearance. and is believed by many to be bound. If the X-ray emission from 
these clusters is due tv hot gas. we may be seeing the active galaxies in Virgo 
and Perseus heating up the gas contemporaneously. whereas in Coma we see the 
9 thermalized remnant of a heating process which ended more than 10 years ago. 
The rich clusters. being very luminous and of great size. will be observable 
with finite angular size out to distances where redshift effects dom '.nate. At 
3200 Mpc. with Z=l. 4. sources like the Coma cluster will have an angular size 
of one arc minute and should be observable with large orbiting telescopes of 
the near future. We may even be able to detect clusters out to Z=3. and learn 
about evolution of clusters in the early stages of the formation of the universe. 
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5. 0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 
No new technology was developed under this data analysis 
contract . 
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ABSTRACT 
A new edition of the catalog of X-ray SOl!fCeS observed with Uhllru is presented. About 125 days 
of data have been analyzed for the 3U catalog, yielding a lot'll of 161 X·ray sources, The distribution 
of sources is similar to that obtained ror earlier editions or this catalog. Location error regions ror 
many or the sources previously listed in the :!.U entail'S have been ... ignificanlly reduced in size. 
Subject ht!ading: X-ray sources 
I. INTRODUCTlO!'l 
With the continued analysis of data received from 
the Ulruru satellite, we have expanded the 2U catalog 
(Giacconi et al. 1972) to include results from the night-
time portions of 125 days of ohservations. This 
represents the major portion of the data from Uhuru 
for which high-precision aspect data are available. 
Sky coverage is nearly complete to a sensitivity of 
about IOcountss- 1• 
II. DATA ANALYSIS 
The data analysis procedures are the same as those 
used in the previous catalog (2U). The updated all-sky 
map of automatically obtained line!; of positions IS 
given in figure I. There are 1878 lines of po,ili<ln 
which have been obtained from the analy,;, of 125 
days of data. In addition, we have determined the 
actual nightti"..e sky coverage '0 a sensitivity of 
-10 counts s -I, and this is shown in figure 2. 
The requirements for source existence are those 
used in the 2U catalog which we summarize as 
follows: 
a) Two-wal' intersfctions.-We require each line to 
have less than a 10 percent chance of being spurious 
which results in requiring ;:: 3.4 CT observations in 
side I (0:5 x 5 ') and ~ 2.4 CT observations in side 2 
(50 x 5'). 
b) Three-war ;ntersectiolls.-We require that either 
the three Iinesall yield consistent source intensity and 
that Ihere be no more than a I percent chance of the 
intersection being due to chance, or for variahle 
sources that at leasl one line have less than a I percent 
chance of being spurious. 
c) Multiple intersections.-For more than three-way 
intersections no further conditions are imposed. 
The source locations are calculated with the same 
algorithms which were first used for the 2U catalog. 
We use a probability calculation which is equivalent 
to a maximum-likelihood analysis. The basic assump-
tion is that for each s('urce the lines of position are 
uniquely a-signabl, to that source and are the only 
o Present address: Center ror A~trophysks. Cambridge. 
Massachusetts 02138. 
37 
dala used in oblaining the location and errnr region. 
For complex regions with high source density, there is 
not necessarily a unique interpretation; in such 
instance'; we have chosen a model which require ... the 
smallest number of sources consi'tent with the data. 
III. CO~lPARIS{)NS WITH THE 2U CATALOG 
The 3U catalog is an extension of the results con-
lained in the earlier 2U edition of the UlllIru catalog 
of X-ray sources. Of the 125 2U sources, all but one, 
2U 0240+44, are contained in the current catalog. 
(This source has oeen found to be due to a spurious 
line of positll)n.) In tahle I we present an abridged 
listing nf the 3li catalog giving source name. location. 
error-box area. intensity. and reference to the 2U listing . 
With the inclusion of additional data bey(",d Ihat 
used for c,)mpiling the 2U catalog we have reanalyzed 
regions of high source density (complex reginn,), and 
in these regions there have been significant revisions 
of source locations. In table 2 complex regions at high 
galactic latitudes are specifically notcd and the 2LJ and 
3U sources are listed. It is not always possihle to make 
i.I unique one~to-one correspondence between 2U and 
3U sources in these regions. For many of the 2U 
sources. additional data have yielded improved source 
location precision. There ~l.re also a few S!'UTCCS for 
which larger uncertainties are now given. This is due 
to reanalysi~ of the original source-Iocatilln data. In 
some extreme cases, updated positions for 2U sources 
are outside the original error regions. However, the 
number of such instan.:es is within the expected 10 per-
cent based on the catalog criteria. In table 3 these 
differences are summarized by listing those 2U sources 
for which there is a significantly revised location and 
error-box region. 
IV. THE CATAl.OG 
The data presented in the 3U catalog are contained 
in lahle 4 and are in essentially the same format as the 
2U catalog. We have up~ated the comments: counter-
part listings for each source reflect the new location 
and error hoxes. For new sources, standard lists "f 
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NORTH 
FlO. 2.-The hatched area indicates the ponion of the sky scanned by the spacecrart l'},uru to a sensitivity of 10 counts 5 - 1 or 
beller. The blank areas have not been scanned. Due to the triangular response of the collimator, blank relions within ~ c of the 
borden may have been scanned to a sensitivity of ,reater than 10 counts s - I. 
TABLE 2 
COMPLEX REGIONS 
Relion 2U Sources 3U Sources 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0'1'-34 0'10-44 
0'25-38 0'30-37 
0544-39 054'-32 
2 ............. 0757-'3 070'-55 
0750-49 
0804 -'3 
3 ..... ... ..... 1843+67 1843+67 
2006+'9 1\/04+67 
2012+62 19'n+M 
2041 +75 204: +7.5 
4 ....... .. . . . . 2346-32 0001-32 
2358-29 
interesling objects have been checked for positional 
coincidence. As a result of our experience with the 2U 
catalog, we have deleted references to the Zwicky 
catalogs of galaxies and clusters of galaxies. This is 
due to the difficulty we have found in defining uniform 
objective criteria for having possible counterparts 
from these catalogs. For X-ray sources which have 
been studied in more detail, we have added an annota-
tion (table S) following table 4 which summarizes the 
observational results. 
The catalog lists 161 sources giving locations with 
90 percent confidence error boxes, 2-6 keY intensities, 
and comments on peculiar properties, previous X-ray 
observations, and possible counterpam. In figure 3 a 
map of the source locations in galactic coordinates is 
shown. 
TABLE 3A 
SoURCES WHICH HAVE SMALLER 
E •• oa· Box AREAS 
i) Bya Factor 10 or areater: 
3U 0946-30 3U 1735-44 
3U 12'8-61 3U 1837+04 
3U 1641-4' 3U 1901+03 
3U 1700- J7 3U 2131 + II 
ii) Bya Factor .5 to 10: 
3U 0614+09 
3U 0900-40 
3U 1118-60 
3U 1223-62 
3li 1322-42 
3U U16-'6 
3U 1630-47 
3U 1636-'3 
3U 1702-36 
3U 1704-32 
3U 1709-23 
iii) By. FICIor 2 10 .5: 
3U 0022+63 
3U 03'2+30 
3U04O'+ to 
3U 0446+44 
3U 0'27-0' 
3U 0624-55 
3U 1022-55 
3U 1210-64 
3U 1224+02 
3U 1247-41 
3U 12'2-28 
3U t254-69 
3U 1410-03 
3U 1510-'9 
3U 1'38-'2 
3U 1543-62 
3U 1728-24 
3U 173.+43 
3U 1744-26 
3U 1755-33 
3U 1812-12 
3U 1822-37 
3U 1822-00 
3U 191'-0' 
3U 19'3 + 31 
3U 2321 + 58 
3U 1"6-60 
3U t624-49 
3U 170'-44 
llJ 1706+78 
3U 1727-33 
3U t728-16 
3U 1757-2' 
3U 1809+ 50 
3U 1811-17 
3U181l-t4 
3U 1820-30 
3U t832-0' 
3U 1908+00 
3U 1921 +43 
3U 2030+40 
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TARLE )R 
SOl MI '" \\"III<"H "", l",H,(R 
t HMillt-II'" -\MI ·\~ 
JL o·el> - 10 \ . . 11 
'l ' 11-'..1"01 ~ "to ( • :! I 
It· IIJ5 - fll I . JI 
~L' 1:11 - 0-, ':!I 
.H i lJ ,N-.l"oI(. ~I 
Jl' 1" :!:t - 1I5I ' J) 
JL I fl ,':-hJ(·.11 
TABLE .1(' 
S,Il'H 1"' ( ')( \\"III ( 1\ Till til( .,,[1" 
H"" C Il-\'"I!) SII,'-lt'I("-\'-llY 
ll' 0115 -. I-:t 
,It· tl:~J - 1.\ 
-l ' t1(,:n • =_' 
.ll · 0 '1.11- - 11l 
.1L' lIJ~ -f' l 
. 'e I-un - o~ 
H ' 17n: - -': 
.'t 170'1-:: 1 
"L' I ' IJ - J<j 
.lU 17.1 5 - ..1..1 
.le I S.l7 .... tlJ 
The: "lun.:e ... "hi,.:h (" lnqm .. .: thi .. \:ala l,lg arc 1, .. 1.:0 
[n tahk", \\!tll th.: f,lll ,'" in£! Inf,lrma li, ln : 
a l Thl' ..... ur ....... • dl'''II.!n~t1 il~'n j, I!lh'n a .. the ril!ht 
" .. ... ·.:n .. \l 1 11 and dl..'dJnal ~"1l (1')~11 e:r~' (' hl .,1' Ihe: hleat l,lll 
III' Ihl..' ma\lmum "f the .j,llnt r r,,\"'IahilllY di,trihutilll\ 
trun(':IIe:d hI l11inutl..''' "f rtl!ht ;I .. ",·e:lbl,111 ,lI1d de:er!!e:'" ,If 
Je:dlll:llllln. The: l'rr,' r-b,l', l',lflle:r .. at the: 1)0 ~pe:rl'e:nl 
e,'nliJ .... Il('e: h.'\cl a~ \h ... ('u , .. !!O III Ihe: .:!l; t':lIahl!.! and Ihl..' 
c:rr,' r-\"'I,, \ arca are: .11", 11 .. ' .... J :I .. i, the: m,l,t "'pr,'r-ahh: 
"\' ur..:e: \.'''::lII,ln. LIl(';lthln, arl.· gi\cn in equal llri:d 
~,lllrdJl\;II""" III \"'I,,,h tl11~e: ;Jnd ;1r ... ' ;1!H.l dl.',.:imal t1ccrl~~ 
n,'tath'll. In addlthlfl. the: nW ... 1 pr,lnat-.k· 1\ll'; lIi'I~ 1 i .. 
:11,.1 :!1""'1I III eal. ll.' tl ... · ... '.'llrJ ul:III: ... . 
h, -h1r .... :11.:11 "Iurl.'e: an Int~n'II' i .. Jhl~d \\hld11 .. thl.' 
c,)unt ral~ me:a,urcd \\llh l "l1I;ru fr\'m 2 t,l t. J... .... V 
~(l rreeted fl lr ele"atinn in the l·llllim.th)f fie:ld~ nf\iew, 
F,lr "t'li rees \\hi~h are n\H ,'h~e: r \'ed tn van, the 
inten ... it~ !!ivCIl I' th!! weIghted average nl" Indi" 'idual 
sighting:", F,'r \'ariahl .... .;;,)urt'e,. \\ 'C Ii ... t the: 11l:IXlllllltll 
\lh ... cncJ i n l en~ i ty and the range l)f variahiht~. In tht.! 
c a~e: "f nll in-Jrying "llurees, the um:crtainty in IIHe:n,ity 
IS ai,,) I!i \'e:n , This value is derivcd (r(llll the: ll1di\ idual 
lInee:rt:lintu~, in each ... igh!ing a' lkt.:rmincd I"r,'m the 
minimum ,y ': fit llj" Ihe l.'ll ll imahlr respnn~c hI the: data . 
The ... e: lInt'e: rtai ntie~ appr,'ximatcly re:ncl.·t I he ~ I al hI ieal 
' ll!n ilkance Ill' thc ",'u rees. 
~(' ) In aJditilln 1" ~tali,tic.:it l llllcc r taintic:-. thl' ,,)uree 
in l cn~iti~, givcn in this catahlg a re !'tuhje(.'1 II) !'t~'lcm· 
atic unl: .... rtainlic~ due tn th~ dcvali,'n l'nrrcc.:rilln" 
\\hich dcr .... nd tin .. "orec h'l.·alhlll. In gene:ra l. "lurl'CS 
\\ilh p,ltl r Illcati,ln preei :o;i tlll are ... uh.icct III large: 
'\' stC'ma!i~ unl·e:rtainti l..'~ 111 inten!'tin', Lnl..: ...... I"hcrni,e 
indi~ate:o h\' an a ~t eri ... k, t h~ intcfl,itil'" li .. lcd a re: 
~.:I'rrel.' li.·d (;'r ele:\ ;lIi,lfl u!'tine the mt ' .. 1 prtlh'lhle 
... ' m ... ' .... 1"l':lIh1fl, St1ur ... ' .... ' wi lh idcntilic:d ('11U!lII.'rrart~ 
ha\-c inl l..~n .. itlc, (',I rrr ... ' t .... d f,'r Ihe kn ,I\\11 1.1 ... ·all,'n tIl' 
thl' l','unterpart. 
d I The h,ted II1II..'I1' 11;C" ar~ 111 te:rm .. ,)1' l ·"ufli 1.', IlInt 
r:II ... ' .. (r,11ll 2 h i fl 10.. , .. : \ ' . I .11" I ~ pl ... ·a l ... pc: ... ' tral .. harl..·" and 
lb Jllg 3.n c:tr .... l·lI\r arca f,' r Ihe: L "hum Oete:L'lI lr .. \I f ~~() 
... 'm- Ihe: 1..'lll\\e: r .. i. 111 ,1 1" the .. c in ten,itie: .. hI cne:rl!\ flux 
1,1 .7 . 10 - 1 1 eq;"I.'T1l ~-: :- - l rer el'ullt , ' 1. ;\~ ..1i .. · 
\.·u .... ~d III the .:!l' L'alal,'g, \\e: ('x pc('[ 111 1 n1ll re than a 
': ~() r .... r~('llt lllKcrlalllty ,n t hl ~ \a luc due.' h' Ihe 
.. pcetr:tI .. hape. ;lnd an .u.:1dltii lnal :. 10 pcr ... · .... nt UIl('cr-
lallll' \\ hll'h i~ due II I un ... ·crt:lintJc~ 1Jl the: de:tl..'1.:t (l r 
I.,trl..,(' il\c are:a, 
t'l The ... ·,'mml·nl-. g]\C'n (\ lr the :-llu r .. :e:, 1.',lfb i"l ' If 
gl.' llc:ral rema rk ... \\hl\.'h p,ll! ll till! rl.·l.:uhar '\ . r;l: 
pr \l pl'rtie:,. ,11I.·h ,is 'pe:t' lrum 11r Iln1C ",\,.·a"-: .. " I' 
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TABLE 4A 
SDuac.e NA"E LOCATION OF A&KlNU~ EAIIOk
 REGtnN Fnn 90 PERCENT tONfIDENt
.f. INt::NSln 
COMMeNTS 
flAQBol8(L1lY DENS ITY 1 
, • • 
AREA AVERAGE tlU<lOB5a 
GENERAL REMARIl; 
llt.PHAI19O;OI 1 ALPHa ALPHA ALPHA
 ALPHa SO. o. 
HtN.OBS. COUNtERPARTS 
PIlEl/lauS I-RAY 
DEL fAI19~,n • 
OEl.TA Della 'lEt. 1A DELTA 
oeo MAXlMUPI 
HI 12A' UBI I
 :9A. 1381 l3tl no. 
UEt 141101 141,. 
ISA) 151n 
lUDOOt-U 0 III 10. as o
 II II 11 'H lit H 'H Zit (I 11 
12 50.(01)0 ).1.10.10 
-n , 0 -18. 'Jb 10 21 o 
-)0 11 o -}l l' o -H )9 • 
D.JD 2.80 nT.a; )~H.8'5
 2.90 
-11.0; ·10.ltS -)11."" -ll.fl5 -ll.bS 
2U234b-lZ G 
ZU2J58-29 
luoall-OS ,J il lb QQ.99 o 11 
l' 0 . ,. ) LO 29 .\1 • a.
lloQ 4.9.11.0 
-51bSIJ -Ob.llo -. · ,. -'iloO
Il - '5 lob 12 - OJ 25 48 
J .150 1.01 1.1
00 1.b2 1.2S 
-S.215 -S.ll -S
.61 -s.n .os ..... ) 
3UOOll042 (J II r,8 11' .601 
, • J o 20 
'5S , • • o II) SS 15.uOUO
 l.'i.t.}o 111' 
" • 
Q -10. tl 102 S1 , 42 51 • '" 12 • 
41 12 • 
S."!! 11.20
j 0;.2) 11.20; 0;.2) 
"1.00 "2.CjIS "2.9S 
"t.20 ""1.10 
lUOO12"U 
-
luODll .. b) .1 II 3d 120.11 a 2l
 II o II 2'9 .J 21 0j5 o Z2 ,,"d i).006B
 9.0;.tO,"itO TV(Hn's S
'41l .. lCI0 CEP IUl-1 (tl 
til 0;,," • t.""' 
b) "itO; "B 6) 5S ,,"B 6S ')1 16 b) ,t 
J6 
TVCHO U' 
'ii.606o 5.B" 
0;.601 ';.,,"8 'ii.l0 
CEP 1 U' 
b).9il 6 J.'91 b3.i) 
6o).B6 63.Bb lUOOZl"b] 
5UOOl6-D9 o ,. • 104.B8 
o 18 lit . .. • ) ,
. 0 
.'" • L
.200u " .. Hl.l 
~GCI'l'; '1 
- 9 ,,2 • -1l.4'9 ." 
o - 9 loll o -I) 0 a - 9 36 • 
.. , ••• ••• 
..s '.s 
~9. I -9.,," -'I
. B -10.0 -9.6 
!UOO:Jl"21o o 31 ,,"B 110.
29 t 11 12 a 31 Jb 
, ,8 • 1 10 108 U.llilO
O b .. B.!l." ST AR: 1"
t AND '1 
24 Ii! 0 -)8 .. 20; ,. • • 20; 1
2 • lJll • 
22 IB • 
P(;OJ1'j..2) (0501 '1 
B.2D U.B 1 •• 
'.0 11.1 
ARP IS2 1 
24.23 24.00 2S
 .. 20 I J.20 22.10 
NG(.lbO.169 1.1(.1'559 1 2UOoJJ*l4 
!UOOlol*32 a 41 'ia 121.'
ii1 o ,,"'ii 0;, a •• • , .. • • •• • 
0.1,,"00 1.CJ:O.5 
Jl 4b .8 -29.110 H • •• II
 16 • II )0
 • II ,1
 • 
10.11 11.'08 
10.'J0 10.0) 11.0;0 
ll.U 3).06 32.60 
32.';0 32.9S 
2uaOoft)o;2 
lIUOO55-19 a S5 Z1 )a2.61o I · ,. 
a ,0 12 ;) 'ii0 12 , . ,. 0.1800 
2 .. 2.10.6 
~19 41 U -n.ll 19 so ;) -19 )0 o -1'1 'B 2" -
19 S) 2" 
13. Bbl 1'5.1'5 l
l.SS i2.So;; 1'5. ts 
-19.6tl1 -19.50 -1
9.50 -19.89 -19.89 
REfERENCES TO TADLE 4A.-(I) Oda and Mat,uoka 19
70; (2) Kellogg 1910; (3) Seward 1970; (4) Leong et 01.
1911; (5) Kellogg.' 01.19730; (6) Fritz., 
01. 1971; (7) Gia<coni ./ 01. 1911; (8) Gursky <I tll. 19
710; (9) Lewin et 01. 19110; (10) Ricker ., 01. 1973; (
II) Kellogg ., 01. 19710; (12) Margon., 01. 
1912; (13) Gursky et 01. 1911b; (14) Schreier" 01. 197
1; (15) Hunter and Lu 1969; (16) Bradt., 01.1971; (11) 
Markert ., 01.1973; (IS) Kellogget al.I911b; 
(19) Lewin et 01. 1971b; (20) Hawkins " 01. 1973. 
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TABLE 48 
CATALOGS AND LISTS OF INTERESTING OBJECTS 
results with other observations, Again, comments with 
a question mark indicate possible correspondence. The 
numbers in parentheses following a comment refer to 
the list of references which follows the table. I. Abell 1958 
2. Arp 1966a 
1. Arp 1966b 
1. Kraus 1966 
8, Markarian 1967, 1969a. b f) For several sources which have been studied in 
detail we include a more detailed comment than allowed 
for in the catalog format. The table of annotations 
(table 5) follows the catalog. Sources for which there 
are annotations are indicated by a dagger (t) in the 
U previous X-ray" comment. 
9. Milne 1970 
4. Bec .... ar 1962 10. Terzian 1973 
5. Bennett 1962 
6. Downes 1971 
II. de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs 1964 
12. de Veny, Osborn. and Hanes 1972 
variability, and a "counterparts" comment. The 
counterparts comment results from searching 
standard compilations of interesting objects which are 
listed following the table. Counterparts followed by 
a ques1ion mark (1) indicate either tentative identifica-
tion or that the object is in or near the error region of 
the X-ray source. Counterparts with no question mark 
indicate more certain identification based upon 
particular properties of either the X-ray source or the 
counterpart object. We also have searched some of the 
previous X-ray literature, and under the .. previous 
X-ray" comment we list back-references for the X-ray 
sources. This is intended to be not a complete literature 
survey but rather an aid in correlating the Uhuru 
........ 
We would jille to thank J. Fontes for her assistance 
in computer pro~amming and data processing. We 
also appreciate tli cooperation of the Information 
Processing Division f the Goddard Space Flight 
Center for their assist~e in processing the bulk of 
our data. ", 
We would also like to a'cl<nowledge the contribu-
tions of W. Liller, W. Formilil, and C. Jones of the 
Harvard College Observatory with whom we have had 
several discussions regarding source identification. 
This work was supported by NASA contract 
NAS5-1l422. 
3U 0115-73 ......... , 
3U 0316·.-41 ......... . 
3U 0531 +21 ........ . 
3U 0833-45 ...... ,',. 
3U 0900-40 ......... . 
3U 1118-60 ......... . 
3U 1228+12 ......... . 
3U 1257+28 ........ .. 
3U 1322-42 ......... . 
3U 1543-47 ......... . 
3U 1617-15 ......... . 
3U 1653+35 .. .. 
3U 1700-37. ........ . 
3U 1735 -lB. 
.'U 1743-29 ...... . 
3U 18\3-14 ........ . 
3U 1956+35,. 
3U 2030+40 ... . 
3U 2142+38 ......... . 
TABLE 5 
In SMC. Eclipsing binary. period 3~895 ± O~045. Flat spectrum with 1.5-2.5 keV variable cutoff. 
Optical identification with Sanduleak star 160.1,2,3 
Perseus cluster. Centered on NGe 1275 - 0?7 extent, implying an X-ray diameter of -750 kpc,'·5 
Time-averaged pulsed ftux is about one-twelfth of the total X-ray ftuX.1I 
Centered on pulsar PSR 0833-45 and emitting pulsed X-radiation.7.8 
Eclipsing binary. period 8~95 ± O~O1, Irregular variability on the time scale of hours. Flat spectrum 
with 2.2-4.4 keY cutoff. Optical identification with HD 7758I.D,ID.I1,12 
Cen X-3. Eclipsing binary, period 2~08707. Pulsating with period 4.84239 s. Extended low states. 13 
Virgo cluster. Centered on M87. _ 0~7 extent. implying an X-ray diameter of .... 200 kpc.5 • 14 
Com? cloJster: .... 0~6 extent, implying an X-ray diameter of -1050 kpc.4,5 
NGC 5128. Emission associated with unusual radio galaxy. Spectrum cutoff at 3.4 keV.l~ 
Transient sour:,: first observed in 1971 A"~ust at 2000 counts 5- 1. Intensity in 1973 February about 
20 counts s - I. Steep spectrum. no observed cutoff. 111 
Sco X-I. Variability on time scale of minutes and hours. Optical identification with 13th-mag irregular 
variable blue star. Correlated X-ray-optical variability.I7·16 
Her X-I. Pulsating. eclipsing binary. period 1~700165. Pulsation period 1.2378 s. Long time variations 
with time scale of about 351;17. Optical identification with HZ Herculis.19.20.21 
Eclipsing binary, period 314. Variability on time scale of minutes. Spectrum flat. cutoff 2.1-5.5 keV. 
Optical identification with 07f star HD 153919.2:.1 
GX 359+2. Transient source observed for one week during 1971 March. Not seen in April with an 
upper limit of SOcountss- 1 .:.I3 
GCX. Extended source in the direction of the galactic cente". - 2° extent. Location and size consistent 
with infrared and radio sources. Low-energy cutoff 2.7 ke\f.23.24 
GX 17+2. Exponential spectrum with 2.0 keY cutoff. Coincides with weak variable radio source.25 
eyg X-I. Quasi-periodic fluctuation on the order of 0.1 s. Coincides with weak. variable radio source. 
Optical identification with HOE 226868. binary with 5~6 period. No X~ray modulafion detected on 
this time scale/.l6.:l7.26.2D 
eyg X·3. X-ray intensity not correlated with large radio flares. Intensity e"hibits a 4~8 ± 0~02 periodi· 
city.3o.:lI 
eyg X-2. No X-ray optical correlations yet observed. Both intensities vary by a factor of - 2 on time 
scales of minutes. Optical identification with 14th-mag irregular variable star.32.33 
REFERENCES TO TABLE 5.-0) Leong et al. 1971: (2) Schreier el al. 19720: (3) Liller t 972: (4) Forman ~I al. 1972b; (5) Kellogg 
~t al. 1973a: (6) Bradt ~t al. 1969; (7) Kellogg~' al. 1973b; (8) Harnden and Gorenstein 1973; (9) Forman et ai, 1973; (10) Brucato 
and Kristian 1973; (11) Hiltner et al. 1972; (12) Ulmer et al. 1972; (13) Schreier et al. 1972b; (14) Gursky et al. 1972; II 5) Tucker 
el al. 1973: (16) Matilsky el al. 1972; (17) Forman et al. 1971; (18) Sandage et al. 1966: (19) Giacconi el al. 1973; (20) Bahcall and 
B.hcall 1972; (2\) Forman 0/ al. 1972a; (Z2) Joneset ". 1973; (23) Kellogg et al. 1971h; (24) Hoffman et al. 1971; (25) Tananb.um 
et al. 1971.; (26) Tananbaum et al. 1972; (27) Hjelh,ling and Wade 1971; (28) Webster and Murdin 1972; (29) Bolton 1972; (30) 
Hjellrning el al. 1972; (31) Parsignat11t el al. 1972; (32) Tananbaum 1'1 al. 1971b; (33) Giacconi el al. 1967. 
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